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NEWS

‘PLATINUM’ STATUS
FOR JP CORRY IN
ENVIRONMENTAL
BENCHMARKING SURVEY

Lucy Ashe, Wesley Brownlee and Albert Parkhouse

NEW APPOINTMENTS AT WHITE INK ARCHITECTS
To accommodate the award of construction contracts valued at almost
£400million, three new architecture appointments have been made at White
Ink Architects. Lucy Ashe and Wesley Brownlee have joined the team as
architects, with Albert Parkhouse taking up the role of Part 2 architectural
assistant. All three have been working with architectural practices in London
and bring with them over 25 years’ design experience. Based in Belfast, they
will work on significant large-scale projects which White Ink is delivering
throughout the UK and Ireland.
For more information, go to www.whiteink.co.uk

FEDERATION WELCOMES APPROVAL FOR
BELFAST TRANSPORT HUB
Commenting on the news that
the Department for Infrastructure
has granted planning approval
for the Belfast Transport
Hub, Construction Employers
Federation Managing Director
John Armstrong said, “This is a
hugely welcome development
and will come as a massive
confidence boost for the
construction industry in Northern
Ireland. The Department has
been consistently clear about
how and when it would seek
to use the clarifying legislation
passed by Westminster last
autumn, with respect to civil
servants powers, and this is
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the positive outcome of that
approach. We obviously now
hope that other key projects
awaiting planning decisions can
be advanced in as equally a
speedy manner.” He added that
the delivery of this Executive
Flagship scheme will bring a
much-needed transformation
in Northern Ireland’s public
transport infrastructure and
connectivity. “With its budget in
place, it is now critical that the
already tendered enabling works
begin as soon as practicable to
enable the main works to be
tendered, awarded and on site
before the end of the year.”

Local builders’ merchants, JP
Corry, has been named as one of
Northern Ireland’s top companies for
environmental leadership. The company
has achieved Platinum status – the
highest scoring level – in the Northern
Ireland Environmental Benchmarking
Survey. The survey recognises Northern
Ireland’s most sustainable businesses
who are committed to managing the
environmental impact of their business
operations and seeks to reward those
organisations who are going above and
beyond their legal requirements.
Chris Collins, Head of Operations at
JP Corry commented: “As part of our
long term commitment to operate in a
sustainable manner, we continue to take
a responsible approach to environmental
management across our business.
Since 2014, we have made significant
improvements to our business practices
to ultimately reduce our impact. As
a result, we have seen year on year
improvements in our scores resulting in
Platinum status in this year’s survey. We
are absolutely delighted to be recognised
as one of Northern Ireland’s top
companies for environmental leadership.”
To find out more about JP Corry, visit
www.jpcorry.com
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NEWS

SRC BREAKS NEW
GROUND WITH £15M
BANBRIDGE CAMPUS

‘GET ON BOARD’ FOR GRANT THORNTON
RUNWAY RUN
Northern Ireland Commonwealth Games medallist, Leon Reid, is urging
businesses in the construction sector to ‘get on board’ for the fifth annual
Grant Thornton Runway Run.
The 200m sprinter has joined the business advisory group as ambassador for
the popular 5k race, which is now open for registration, as it returns to the
runway at George Best Belfast City Airport on Thursday, June 20. Around
600 runners from businesses across all sectors in Northern Ireland will take to
the runway for the night-time race. Richard Gillan, Managing Partner, Grant
Thornton Northern Ireland, said, “When we first launched the Runway Run,
it was hailed as a totally unique experience for those taking part and proved
to be instantly popular. Now in its fifth year, the appetite of Northern Ireland
businesses to participate continues to grow. Spaces are strictly limited, so the
message is to go online and sign your team up as soon as possible.”
To register for the 2019 Grant Thornton Runway Run, visit
www.grantthorntonni.com/runway-run

SRC has broken ground on a major
project to construct a new, state-of-theart campus at Castlewellan Road, a world
class quality education hub which will
open in 2020. Building work on Southern
Regional College’s new £15million
educational campus in Banbridge has
already started after preparatory works
on the Castlewellan Road site were
completed on schedule to allow full
construction to begin. The new purposebuilt campus will open next year. O’Hare
& McGovern Limited is spearheading
full build work on site, creating 150 jobs.
Designed by WYG, the campus, which
is located on the existing Castlewellan
Road site in Banbridge and comprising
4,500m2 of specialist accommodation,
will facilitate a dedicated Learning
Resource Centre and an innovation hub
space to support entrepreneurial and
business enterprise as well as industryleading digital media facilities. WYG
Project Manager, Caolain Boyd, said,
“From the spaces created to the facilities
contained, it will equip students, staff and
visiting business partners with highlyadvanced skills to ensure that everyone
can excel in whatever path they choose
or project they wish to undertake.”
For more information, visit
www.src.ac.uk

SERC HOSTS UK’S TOP APPRENTICES
South Eastern Regional College
(SERC) Lisburn Campus was
recently selected by WorldSkills
UK to host the prestigious
selection competitions to select
the team of apprentices and
students who will represent Team
UK at WorldSkills Kazan 2019, in
August this year. SERC hosted
apprentices competing in painting
and decorating and wall and floor
tiling.
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Known as the ‘Skills Olympics’, the
WorldSkills Competition will see
the world’s best apprentices and
students battle it out to win Gold,
Silver and Bronze in their chosen
skill.
The UK is currently tenth in the
WorldSkills rankings following
its medal success at the last
WorldSkills Competition in Abu
Dhabi in 2017.
www.worldskillsuk.org
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INTERACTIVE
MULTI-LANGUAGE
GUIDES ONLINE
As international manufacturers of safety
products we appreciate the importance
of supplying products in packaging that
not only meets the laws set out by the
recipient countries, but also effectively
communicates features and uses to an
end-user in a language they can read.
We have developed an intuitive icon
based communication tool using as
little text as possible. To support
these icons and provide more
information, JSP-GO™ packaging
provides a link to jspgo.com.
GO stands for ‘Guides Online’.

INTERPRET ICONS
Quickly interpret the features and benefits
of each product and decide between each
model within any given range.

SCAN QR CODE
Scan the JSP-GO™ QR code. Smart phones
can do this using their camera, webbrowser
options or downloadable apps.

GUIDES ONLINE
Online guides further explain each icon,
provide details for fitting and/or using
the product correctly and safely.

LANGUAGE
SELECTION

JSP-GO™
HOMEPAGE

ICONS &
PRODUCT USES

FITTING &
HOW TO

DEMONSTRATION
VIDEOS

The language is set
by the users location,
but another one can
be selected.

A simple interface
with product sector
icons shown on the
packaging.

Explanations for
each icon, as well as
suitable uses for the
packaged product.

Product logos and
accessory icons linked
to instructions and
demonstration.

Choose from videos
specific to the
packaged product or
accessory.

YOUR FIRST CHOICE
FOR PERIMETER
FENCING

HIGH SECURITY ANTI-CLIMB
FENCING SYSTEMS

• Range of fencing options • Public safe • Quick installation • Cost effective

Dungannon: 180 Ballygawley Road, Dungannon, Co. Tyrone BT70 1RX. - T: 028 8776 7126
Belfast: 729 Springfield Road, Whiterock Bus Park, Belfast BT12 7FP. T: 028 9590 4808
Dublin: Brownstown Road, Newcastle, Dublin. T: 00 353 1 6314 988

E: norscaff@hotmail.com - www.norscaffscaffolding.com

FENCING

A SELECTION OF HIGH QUALITY SECURITY FENCING IS NOW AVAILABLE...

New perimeter fencing range from Norscaff

N

orscaff has introduced a new
perimeter fencing range in
partnership with Fastmesh.
The two companies have joined forces
to offer a unique service within the
perimeter fencing market, with a range
of fencing options available, including
high security and mid-level security
fencing that are fast and effective to
install and are safe for use in public
spaces.
In fact, the innovative Fastmesh system
can also be supplied as a bespoke
product that has been specifically
designed to meet the needs of your
project.
The partnership between Norscaff
and Fastmesh brings together two
companies with the same philosophy
and high standards.
Fastmesh specialises in welded mesh
systems and associated products. The
company sources only the best raw
materials and components to ensure
the products it offers are the very best
available.
That mirrors the philosophy at Norscaff

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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– a company that has made its name
in the scaffolding and access products
sector and that is now bringing these
same high standards to the fencing
market.
The Fastmesh range, now in stock and
available from Norscaff, includes:
•
•
•
•
•

High security fencing
Twin wire systems
Profiled panel systems
Sports and MUGA solutions
Gate sets

Brendan Rafferty, Norscaff, explained,
“Whether you require a standard
or a more bespoke product, our in
house team of designers, technical
advisors, estimators and fabricators are
on hand to provide expert guidance
and assistance. This is a high quality
product range and we have strong
stock levels already in place and ready
for order.”
The range is suitable for a variety of
diverse applications, ranging from
railways, sports stadia, commercial and

industrial sites, and even Government
installations through to schools,
education facilities, healthcare, parks
and public boundaries, business
and industrial parks and residential
applications.
Not only is the system durable but
it is also easy to install. Safe to use
in public areas, the Fastmesh range
also includes features such as good
through-visibility, meaning that the
fencing is CCTV friendly.
The Fastmesh range adds to an
already impressive range of specific,
simplistic and solution focussed
products available from Norscaff. The
company’s head office in Dungannon
is complemented by depots in
Belfast and Newcastle, Co Dublin,
to ensure customers have access to
the extensive product range across
Ireland.
For more information on the range
available from Norscaff,
telephone 028 8776 7126,
e-mail norscaff@hotmail.com or visit
www.norscaffscaffolding.com
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NEWS

PUBLIC SECTOR
CONSTRUCTION
TENDERING WORKSHOP

GRAHAM APPOINTED
TO DELIVER NEW LONDON PORT
The Port of Tilbury, the UK’s fastest growing port, has appointed GRAHAM
to deliver its new multimillion pound port terminal, Tilbury2.
GRAHAM has been awarded the contract for both the terrestrial and the
marine package. The terrestrial contract incorporates a Roll-On/Roll-Off
(RoRo), highway works, the relocation of the existing railhead, and a fixed
structural steel bridge to the linkspan. The Marine contract includes works
within the tidal estuary beyond the existing sea wall/flood defences, including
a floating pontoon, link-span/articulated bridge, associated pilings and river
bed preparation for the berth.
Michael Graham, GRAHAM Executive Chairman, said, “The Tilbury2 project is
a complex scheme that will facilitate the expansion of the Port of Tilbury and
support its continued local, regional and national economic growth.”
www.graham.co.uk

CITB NI will host a Tendering in the
Public Sector Construction workshop in
partnership with Intertrade Ireland on
May 7.
The workshop runs from 9am-4.30pm
at the Innovation Factory, Belfast, and
will cover all aspects of tendering,
construction pipeline, frameworks, PQQs,
writing tenders, pricing and estimating.
It is part of a series of CITB NI business
improvement seminars and workshops
that aim to help local construction
employers develop skills in key business
areas such as digital marketing for
beginners and advanced, GDPR,
tendering and training needs analysis.
Led by industry experts, the Business
Improvement Seminars are both informal
and easy to book.
To book your place on the
Tendering in the Public Sector
Construction workshop or for details
of future events, log on to
www.citbni.org.uk/events

THORNTON HAS RECORD YEAR DESPITE BREXIT UNCERTAINTY
Antrim-based specialist roofing and
cladding company, Thornton Roofing,
has had a record financial year so far.
The company’s order book has shown
a 50% increase in 2018/19 so far
compared to 2017/18.
Thornton Roofing’s General Manager,
Enda McGurk, says the company
has experienced an increase in
demand across their entire product
range within the UK and Ireland. The
largest projects have fallen within the
retail, commercial and leisure centre
industries.
Enda commented, “2018 was
characterised by a lot of uncertainty
around Brexit, especially within the
construction industry which is usually
one of the first industries to be
impacted by economic uncertainty.
Despite this, Thornton has moved
from strength to strength to develop
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Asia Supermarket Belfast –
a recently completed project
by Thornton Roofing.

Thornton Roofing’s General
Manager, Enda McGurk.

a comprehensive order book across
the UK and Ireland.
“While it’s hard to pinpoint exactly
why there has been such a strong
increase in demand for our roofing
and cladding products, client
feedback tells us that Thornton has
established a strong reputation for
delivering projects to high standards
at reasonable prices. In the current
climate clients seem less willing to

take risks by appointing unknown
suppliers/contractors and are instead
looking to those with established
reputations like Thornton Roofing.”
According to Enda, Thornton has
doubled the number of projectspecific sub-contractors it employs
across the UK and Ireland,
contributing to the local economies
where it operates.
www.thorntonroofing.com
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STEEL FRAMING

A LIGHTER, EASIER-TO-ERECT ALTERNATIVE TO STEEL AND CONCRETE PRIMARY FRAMES
THAT MEETS THE NEEDS OF PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE…

Introduction to Hadley Steel Framing

H

adley Steel Framing is part of
Hadley Group, having been fully
acquired by the world leader in
advanced cold rolled steel technology
in 2018.
Offering a complete off-site, steel
bolted building solution, Hadley Steel
Framing combines industry-leading
technical, structural and design expertise
with unrivalled installation standards and
quality. As part of the global group, the
company can provide a single solution
from concept to completion for building
projects in all sectors for both on and
off-site construction.
Hadley Steel Framing provides
high quality, light gauge galvanised
steel structural framing systems to
accommodate the most progressive
architecture. The systems have been
developed with a unique understanding

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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of cold rollform manufacturing and offer
a lighter, easier-to-erect alternative to
steel and concrete primary frames.
Hadley Steel Framing systems have
been installed across projects in the
healthcare sector, residential buildings,
commercial projects and for residential
housing. Experienced in delivering largescale projects, Hadley Steel Framing
is known for its high quality, bespoke
solutions that will solve complex industry
challenges.
This was recently the case at The Depot.
The nine-storey student accommodation
development, which will house
more than 500 students, utilised the
company’s complete pre-panelised
off-site bolted frame in conjunction with
a composite concrete decking floor
system. Thanks to the multiple benefits
of the light gauge steel components, it

was possible to install them by crane;
making subsequent works easier for the
team to progress. As a result, the £40m
project met its briefs and was, crucially,
delivered on time.
For more information about Hadley
Group and Hadley Steel Framing,
visit https://www.hadleygroup.com/
markets/construction/structuralproducts/hadley-steel-framing
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CHARTERED INSTITUTE OF BUILDING

Shane Kennedy receives the Joe White cup form Chris
Blythe OBE.

Peter Clarke, top student in the world for CMP 2018,
receives his medal and certificate of achievement from
Chris Blythe OBE

Gary Blair, Chair of Belfast HUB, presents Chris Blythe
OBE with a memento to mark his retirement from role of
CEO of the CIOB.

A NUMBER OF PRESENTATIONS HIGHLIGHT A RANGE OF SUCCESS STORIES FOR
MEMBERS…

Successful CIOB Annual Dinner in Belfast

T

he Chartered Institute of
Building (CIOB), the world
largest and most influential
professional body for construction
management and leadership, has held
its regional annual dinner at the Hilton
Hotel in Belfast.
Over 200 construction professionals
from throughout the public and private
sectors attended the popular event.
Master of Ceremonies was TV
personality Adrian Logan, who
conducted proceedings.
Speakers were Gary Blair, Chair of the
CIOB Belfast Hub, who gave an update
on the CIOB locally, and Chris Blythe
OBE, CEO of the CIOB, who spoke of
his time as CEO of the Institute and
his thoughts on how the industry has
moved forward.
The after-dinner address was delivered
by former Ulster, Ireland and British
and Irish Lion Stephen Ferris who
regaled the audience with stories from
his exceptional career.
Those who received recognition at the
event were:

Gary Blair Chair of Belfast HUB, presents Gerard Graham
with a memento to thank him for his services to the
Belfast HUB.
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• Mark Kitson, for being awarded the
title of CIOB Full-Time Student of
the Year at Ulster University.
• Shane Kennedy, for winning the
Joe White Cup, as overall best 		
student among the further 		
education colleges in the North 		
West.
• Peter Clarke for being the
worldwide top student in the CIOB
Chartered Management 		
Programme.
• Eamonn Laverty and Mel McMahon
for winning Silver medals at the 		
CIOB UK Construction Manager of
the Year Awards 2018.
• Karl Jordan for winning a Gold
medal at the CIOB UK Construction
Manager of the Year Awards 2018.
• Woodvale Construction Company,
in recognition of their record 		
number of conferees at the 2018
Graduation Ceremony in Titanic 		
Belfast.
Gary Blair, Chair of the CIOB Belfast
Hub, commented, “Following up on

the success of local members in 2017,
it is great to see more success for local
members in 2018. To have the Best in
the World Construction Management
Programme student from Northern
Ireland for a second successive year
shows that not only are we maintaining
our level of expertise but raising the
bar. Overall; it was great to see so many
local members getting recognition for
their success throughout the year.”
The event concluded with a
presentation to Gerard Graham,
outgoing Chair of the Belfast HUB
in recognition of his work on the
committee over the past 5 years and
the thanks of the committee for the
manner in which he guided them
through the transition to ‘one CIOB’ in
2017.
Sponsors of the event were Ridgeway,
Hays Recruitment, Tughans Solicitors,
JP Corry, GBS Roofing, Training
LMS, Titan Air-Conditioning, Farrans
Construction, and Keystone Group.
For further information on the CIOB,
visit www.ciob.org.

Woodvale Construction Company with their presentation to mark their record number of conferees in 2018.
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ROOFING

EXCLUSIVE PARTNERS WORK TOGETHER TO BRING A HIGH QUALITY PRODUCT MATCHED
BY AN EXCELLENT SERVICE…

CUPA Slate from SIG Roofing

C

upa Pizarras is the world
leader in natural slate and has
been producing and selling
slate since 1892 – more than 125
years of experience.
Cupa Pizarras owns 16 quarries and
22 processing plants in North West
Spain, around the village of A Medua.
From its 16 quarries, Cupa Pizarras
produces 180 million natural slate
units per year – a figure that equals 1
in 3 roofs per day.

Cupa Pizarras has exclusively partnered
with SIG Ireland due to the company’s
exclusive knowledge in the roofing
industry, offering SIG Ireland professional
support throughout the full process;
identifying needs, helping choose a
high-quality slate, guaranteeing easy and
efficient ordering and transportation,
sales support and training. Cupa Pizarras
also has a dedicated team helping
merchants, contractors and specifiers to
correctly choose and specify slate.

Cupa Heavy 3 is a thick 7 – 8mm blue
black slate which comes with a 100
year guarantee and is widely used
throughout Ireland. Also available
is Cupa 2 in the R Excellence and H
selection. This is a dark grey slate which
comes in a thickness of 5mm – 6mm.
The R Excellence selection comes with
a 75 year guarantee.
For further information on Cupa
Pizarras please contact SIG Roofing
www.sigroofing.ie

BELFAST CPD EVENT
Cupa Pizarras offers merchants and
specifiers natural slate training and
CPD days.
These events run through the
manufacturing process, the
importance of traceability, vital
testing standards and accreditations,
classifications of slate, certain issues
to be aware of, grading and fixing,
orders and key advantages.
The next CPD event in Ireland will be
held on the 11th April at 7:45pm at
the Queen’s University Belfast.
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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RSUA DESIGN AWARDS

Raidió Fáilte - Architects: McGurk Architects
with ARdMackel Architects

HMS Caroline - Architect: The HMS
Caroline Project Team

EIGHT BUILDINGS SHORTLISTED FOR THE FINAL
STAGES OF RSUA DESIGN AWARDS 2019…

Killyleagh Castle - Architect: Alastair Coey Architects

RSUA Judges set to select
Northern Ireland’s Building of the Year

O

ut of 23 schemes that were
entered for the RSUA Design
Awards in 2019, 8 have been
shortlisted for further consideration for
an award.
Throughout April all shortlisted
schemes will be visited by the
judging panel before the winners are
announced at a ceremony on May 17
at the Ulster Museum, Belfast. This
building – a rare example of 20thcentury Northern Irish architecture of
international repute – was designed
by the London office of Francis Pym
from 1963 with the integral assistance
of Portaferry man, Paddy Lawson. The
extension went on to win a RIBA award
in 1972.
16 | NORTHERN BUILDER MAGAZINE

The buildings that have been
shortlisted are:
• CTC Transport Hub, Belfast Hall McKnight
• House Lessans, Saintfield McGonigle McGrath
• Killyleagh Castle, Killyleagh Alastair Coey
• Number 50, Belfast - McGarry-Moon
• 65-67 Fitzroy Avenue, Belfast Studiorogers
• Raidio Fáilte, Belfast - McGurk
Architects and ARD Mackel
• Belfast City Quays 2, Belfast Grimshaw
• The HMS Caroline, Belfast Consarc Design Group

Ciarán Fox, Director of the Royal
Society of Ulster Architects (RSUA),
said, “This year’s shortlist is brilliantly
diverse, with no two projects alike.
From a distinctive local transport
hub to the restoration of a ship from
the first world war, there is much to
celebrate. Northern Ireland always has
some remarkable housing projects
but it is great to see a social housing
project make this list, reflecting a
new focus by housing associations on
architecture.
“The last two years have been
challenging for architects seeking to
deliver the best value to society in
Northern Ireland. There have been
quite a few sizeable commercial

FOLLOW US ON:
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RSUA DESIGN AWARDS

Belfast City Quays 2 - Architect: Grimshaw

Colin Town Centre Transport Hub - Architect: Hall McKnight

House Lessans - Architects: McGonigle McGrath

projects where perhaps
design quality was not a major
consideration for the client. A
number of significant publiclyfunded projects have stalled
and many of those that have
proceeded have sought design
on the lowest fee basis. In that
context, the clients, architects,
other consultants and builders
involved in these shortlisted
projects are to be particularly
commended.
“Looking ahead, architects
are concerned about the flow
of new public buildings due
to the absence of devolved
government. But there is hope
too. Public bodies are now
taking meaningful steps to help
improve design quality through
procurement processes that
seek creativity and long-term
value. Simultaneously some local
councils are becoming more
aware of their role as guardians
www.northernbuilder.co.uk

“This year’s shortlist is
brilliantly diverse, with
no two projects alike.”
of design quality through the
planning process.”
All of the shortlisted buildings
are potential RSUA Design
Award winners. If they are
successful, they will be in
the running to win the Liam
McCormick Prize – the award
for Northern Ireland’s building
of the year - and will be
considered for a UK-wide RIBA
National Award in recognition
of their architectural excellence,
the results of which will be
announced in June.
For more information, visit
www.rsua.org.uk
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Number 50 - Architect: McGarry-Moon

65-67 Fitzroy Avenue - Architect: Studiorogers
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ASK AN ARCHITECT

RETURNING FOR ITS FOURTH YEAR, THIS SCHEME WILL RAISE MONEY FOR CHARITY…

Ask an Architect
and spark your imagination

C

hartered architects from right
across Northern Ireland are
taking part in this year’s Ask
an Architect and, in doing so, are
supporting Friends of the Cancer
Centre through its partnership with the
Jill Todd Trust.
The concept couldn’t be simpler.
In return for a minimum donation
of £40 you get an hour-long, no
strings attached consultation with a
chartered architect. Your donation
supports clinical trials and cancer
research here in Northern Ireland.
Donating and booking is online at
www.askanarchitect-ni.com where you
can choose your nearest architect, or
one whose work you find particularly
inspiring.
The initiative has been growing steadily
each year and reached £10,000 raised
in 2018. This year, thanks to the kind
sponsorship of Garage Door Systems
and Keylite, every penny raised goes
directly to the Friends of the Cancer
Centre.
Ask an Architect is for everyone
thinking about a building project.
When you book your appointment your
architect will contact you before the
meeting so you get the most out of it.
You can meet onsite or in the practice
– it’s entirely up to you.
Ask an Architect isn’t just for home
improvements, though. You can Ask an
Architect if you’re a client assessing a
site or looking for advice on planning/
development constraints. Ask an
Architect can help at any point in
your project, whether that’s at the
conceptual stage or the last moments
of problem-solving.
Ciarán Fox, Director of the Royal

Kindly sponsored by:
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Society of Ulster Architects, explained,
“You’ll maybe never know what’s
possible until you ask an architect. It
can be hard to know where to start
with home improvement projects
and, regardless of the scale of your
ambitions, a friendly local architect is
here to help. Through a no-stringsattached consultation you’ll get
professional advice and support a
fantastic local cancer charity.”
Ana Wilkinson, Corporate Fundraising
Manager, at Friends of the Cancer
Centre said, “Now in its 4th year, Ask
an Architect has gone from strength
to strength and Friends of the Cancer
Centre is delighted to have the
continued support of The Jill Todd
Trust and the RSUA through this
initiative.

“By working together in this way, we
are raising money to fund vital local
research and awareness, helping
support families in Northern Ireland
affected by cancer.”
People right across Northern Ireland
have seen their projects benefit
from Ask an Architect over the past
four years. Why don’t you let Ask an
Architect spark your imagination in
2019? It could just be the start of
something very special indeed.
Book now at www.askanarchitect-ni.
com
If your business wants to participate,
either as a sponsor or as an
architectural practice, in Ask an
Architect, then contact RSUA on
028 9032 3760.

Organised by:
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Skillbuild NI
National Finals

Congratulations to
Scott Bar, SERC
Winner of Haldane
Fisher Cup for
the best Overall
Skillbuild NI
Apprentice 2019

Competition 2019
Brickwork
Cabinet Making
Carpentry
Electrical Installation
Joinery

Painting & Decorating
Plastering
Plastering & Dry Wall Systems
Plumbing Pipework
Wall & Floor Tiling

www.citbni.org.uk/SkillBuildni

SKILLBUILD NI NATIONAL FINALS 2019

SERC’S ELECTRICAL APPRENTICE, SCOTT BARR, WINS THE OVERALL TITLE AT THIS YEAR’S
SKILLBUILD NI FINALS…

The best apprentices in the
construction sector!

O

ver 80 local
construction
apprentices
gathered their tools to
compete against each
other in the annual
Skillbuild NI National
Finals, held at Belfast
Metropolitan College,
Castlereagh, on March
22.
Skillbuild NI, organised
by CITB NI and
supported by the
Department for the
Economy and local
sponsors, helps assist
with maintaining and
raising the status and
standards of professional
and technical education
and training.
This year, electrical
apprentice, Scott Barr
from South Eastern
Regional College’s
Scott Barr, Overall Apprentice of the Year (centre) receives his gold medal and the Haldane Fisher Cup, from TV personality, Sarah
Travers, and Stephen Rooney, Haldane Fisher.
Downpatrick campus
was the winner of
the Haldane Fisher Cup awarded to
WorldSkills. It is also supported by local
level of skills we possess and the
the best overall Skillbuild NI young
construction employers who sponsor
impressive talent of our workforce. It
apprentice. Southern Regional College
each trade category.
reflects the high standards of training
claimed a double award for having the
The Skillbuild NI competition is
in our colleges and the commitment
highest number of medals overall and
designed to test skills, technique and
to excellence demonstrated by the
the highest number of competitions,
ability within tight timeframes in order
competitors.
meaning that SRC retained both the
to win coveted titles in 10 different
“Congratulations to everyone who
The Skillbuild NI Chairperson’s Cup
trades ranging from brickwork to wall
has taken part and those who have
and Skillbuild NI Department for the
and floor tiling.
excelled in their trade. Skillbuild NI
Economy Cup, while the dedication
Maurice Johnston, Chairman CITB
couldn’t happen without the support
of Northern Regional College’s Ian
NI, said, “CITB NI is proud to have
of the local sponsors and the training
Forsythe was also recognised with the
been involved in construction skills
network, and we extend our thanks to
presentation of the Hugh Gettinby
competitions for over 40 years and
all who have helped the apprentices to
Memorial Award for Excellence in
we have a record of success at skills
be able to compete at this competition.
Training.
competitions not only on a local level
“Our young people are more ambitious
The competition is held annually each
but also on a regional, national and
now than ever and we hope that
spring, with many winners progressing
world level.
Skillbuild NI National Finals will be
further to represent Northern Ireland at
“Skillbuild NI is a great opportunity
part of their journey and future careers
World Skills UK Live and, potentially, at
to showcase and celebrate the high
within the construction industry.”
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SKILLBUILD NI NATIONAL FINALS 2019

Winners...
• HALDANE FISHER CUP FOR THE BEST OVERALL
SKILLBUILD NI YOUNG APPRENTICE
Scott Barr, SERC
• THE SKILLBUILD NI CHAIRPERSON’S CUP
Southern Regional College
Ian Forsythe, NRC, who received the
Hugh Gettinby Memorial Award for
Excellence in Training.

Tommy Helliwell, SRC, won the
Cabinet Making category.

• SKILLBUILD NI DEPARTMENT FOR THE ECONOMY CUP
Southern Regional College
• HUGH GETTINBY MEMORIAL AWARD FOR
EXCELLENCE IN TRAINING
Ian Forsythe Northern Regional College
PRIZE

Brendan Duddy, NWRC, won the
Plastering and Dry Wall Systems
category.

Thomas Ellison, BMC, won the
Carpentry category.

Scot Mitchell, SWC, won the Plastering
category.

Robbie Graham won the Painting and
Decorating category.

Christopher Doyle, SRC, won the
Brickwork category.

David Fairley, SERC, won the Joinery
category.

Abigail Reilly, NRC, won the Plumbing
category.

Dylan Gilanders, SRC, won the Wall
and Floor Tiling category.

Maggie Grant, Assistant Director for Curriculum - Further Education and
Training at SRC, with the The Skillbuild NI Chairperson’s Cup and Skillbuild NI
Department for the Economy Cup.

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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APPRENTICE

COLLEGE

• BRICKWORK
Gold
Christopher Doyle
Silver
Ashton Logan
Bronze
Brandon Grant
		
• CABINET MAKING
Gold
Tommy Helliwell
Silver
Richard Walsh
Bronze
Issac Bingham
		
• CARPENTRY
Gold
Thomas Ellison
Silver
Patrick McCloskey
Bronze
Finn Steadman
		
• ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
Gold
Scott Barr
Silver
Calvin McDonagh
Bronze
Sean Bradley
• JOINERY		
Gold
David Fairley
Silver
Matthew Patterson
Bronze
Jake McNabb
		
• PAINTING AND DECORATING
Gold
Robbie Graham
Silver
Adam Kernaghan
Bronze
Gary Greer
		
• PLASTERING
Gold
Scot Mitchell

SRC
NRC
NRC
SRC
SERC
SRC
BMC
NRC
Carter Workshops
SERC
SWC
NWRC
SERC
SERC
SRC
Orchard Clay & Rock
SRC
SRC
SWC

• PLASTERING & DRYWALL SYSTEMS
Gold
Brendan Duddy
NWRC
Silver
Kalem Kerrigan
Errigal Training 		
		
Academy
Bronze
Jack Barr
NWRC
		
• PLUMBING
Gold
Abigail Reilly
NRC
Silver
Jacob Reid
SRC
Bronze
Ethan Whyte
SRC
• WALL AND FLOOR TILING
Gold
Dylan Gillanders
Silver
Dylan Calvert
Bronze
Aaron Gillespie

SRC
Orchard Clay & Rock
SRC
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INVESTING IN THE FUTURE • INVESTING IN THE FUTURE • INVESTING IN THE FUTURE • INVESTING IN THE FUTURE

THE SKILLBUILD NI NATIONAL FINALS COMPETITION RECEIVES THE SUPPORT OF
COMPANIES FROM THE LOCAL CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY. THIS SPONSORSHIP IS
VERY MUCH APPRECIATED. LISTED BELOW ARE SOME OF THE COMPANIES WHO
HAVE INVESTED IN THE FUTURE OF BOTH THE COMPETITION AND THE INDUSTRY.

NEWRY - BANGOR - PORTADOWN - LISBURN - BELFAST
COLERAINE - LARNE - BALLYMENA - ENNISKILLEN
www.haldane-fisher.com

Kingscourt Country Manor Bricks,
12 Herdman Channel Road, Belfast, BT3 9LG.
Tel: 028 9077 7321, E-mail: info@kcmb.co.uk
www.kcmb.co.uk

Unit 4, Kilcarbery Business Park, Nangor Rd,
Dublin 22, D22 R2Y7, Ireland
Free Phone: 0845 3990159 E: tech.ie@saint.gobain.com
www.gyproc.ie

T: 028 9268 9500 - E: info@graham.co.uk

www.graham.co.uk
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Unit 53, Banbridge Enterprise Centre,
Scarva Road, Banbridge BT32 3QD
Tel: 028 4062 3788 Fax: 028 4062 5492
email: info@mmajoinery.com
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Gerard McGeown (second from left) and Robert Mythen (second from right) are each presented with a £500 cheque for winning the first Apprenticeship Endeavour Award by
sponsors Barry Neilson, Chief Executive, CITB NI (left), and John McLean, Chief Executive, Radius Housing.

THE PAIR ARE RECOGNISED AFTER OVERCOMING SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES TO FORGE
A CAREER FOR THEMSELVES IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY…

Gerard and Robert win the first
Apprenticeship Endeavour Award

T

wo worthy winners have
been awarded the very first
Apprenticeship Endeavour
Award, in partnership with CITB NI
and Radius Housing, at the Skillbuild
NI competition.
Robert Mythen and Gerard McGeown
were both nominated by their
respective colleges - Southern
Regional College and Belfast
Metropolitan College - as they
have overcome significant personal
adversities which allowed them to
continue their construction training,
gain qualifications and employment
within the industry.
CITB NI and Radius Housing have
awarded the pair £500 each in
acknowledgement of their dedication
to training in difficult circumstances.
Robert, who is profoundly deaf,
experienced challenges in training,
education and gaining employment.
He was determined that his lack of
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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hearing was not going to stand in his
way and he overcame the challenges
and immersed himself in learning his
trade. Robert found an employer who
supported him and made the necessary
adaptations within the workplace to
allow him to progress. He is now a fully
qualified painter and decorator with
ambitions to start his own business.
Gerard was diagnosed with severe
dyslexia, which presented barriers
within the education network to gain
the relevant qualifications needed to
achieve NVQ Level 3. Gerard worked
with specialist tutors and explored nontraditional learning methods to gain his
qualifications. He is now a fully qualified
joiner and has retained employment
with his employer who supported him
with his NVQ.
Barry Neilson, Chief Executive, CITB
NI, said, “Congratulations to both
Robert and Gerard, who have not given
up despite personal difficulties and,

against all odds, have achieved their
construction qualifications and gained
employment.
“Both are worthy winners of the very
first Apprenticeship Endeavour Award
and have shown that personal resilience
will help you succeed. Their stories will
provide inspiration to others within the
construction training network who are
experiencing personal difficulties.”
John McLean, Chief Executive, Radius
Housing, added, “As a leading social
enterprise involved in housing care and
support to over 33,000 homes across
Northern Ireland we are delighted to
be partnering with CITB NI in this new
award.
“Congratulations to both Robert
and Gerard, who are indeed worthy
winners. Many construction apprentices
have worked on our social housing
developments and we understand the
needs, demands and challenges faced
within the sector.”
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TIMBER ALTERNATIVE

A LONGER-LASTING, LOW MAINTENANCE ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL DECKING…

Composite Prime now available at
Haldane Fisher

C

omposite Prime’s Wood Plastic
Composite products – now
available at Haldane Fisher - are
a beautiful, cost-effective and ethical
product for landscaping, gardening
and construction customers.
Over the past three years Composite
Prime®, specialist premium composite
decking manufacturer, has experienced
unparalleled growth to become one
of the largest suppliers of
composite products in the
UK.
Composite decking
boards can be used on
new decking projects or
to replace old, rotten and
slippery wooden decking
boards. Composite
Prime’s HD Deck® boards
are ideal for residential
and commercial projects
as their durable material ensures a
long-life and resistance to damage.
These decking ranges utilise the latest
composite technology to produce a
long life, low maintenance, safe, slipresistant and child friendly material
that is said to outperform traditional
treated timber.
Composite wood allows you to design
a scheme with a beautiful, easy to
install and safe product, but also one
that is incredibly durable, resistant and
ethically sourced. The careful product
balance eliminates any negative
attributes that come with wooden
decking such as splinters, rotting,
fading and slipping.
All HD Deck® products are rigorously
tested for strength and durability,
testing flexural and tensile properties,
density and impact resistance along
with slip resistance, fire and water
absorption, giving peace of mind when
designing a project.
David McVeigh, Director Timber at
Haldane Fisher, said, “The eco-friendly
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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credentials of Composite Prime’s HD
Deck® products fit perfectly with our
own philosophy at Haldane Fisher.
These products combine recycled
plastics with FSC® 100% certified
end of life timber to create composite
decking which offers the traditional
look and feel of timber, with the
attractive benefits the inclusion of
plastic has to offer, without any of the
damaging ecological impact.”
This year will see eco-friendly
gardening practices and products
continue to evolve. While the holistic
values of eco-gardening practices
remain consistent, we’re now
beginning to see an intolerance for
landscaping products that are simply
focused around design. Instead, we are
now seeing eco-conscious decisions
being applied in landscape garden
projects too. During the last six months
alone, the company estimates it has
saved over 25 million milk bottles
from going into landfill or the world’s
oceans and recycled the equivalent of

300 million plastic bottle caps.
Behind Composite Prime® are two men
with a solid pedigree in the plastic and
timber sectors. Composite Prime’s
Managing Director, Domenic Harrison’s
family business started in the plastics
industry and Sales Director, Charles
Taylor, is a third-generation timber
merchant; equipping the business with
the perfect industry knowledge needed
for a composite decking product.
Composite Prime® decking is currently
available in two product variations
that offers eight colourways, to allow
individuals to completely personalise
their design. HD Deck XS and HD
Deck Dual are double sided to provide
different textures or colours to offer
architects, landscapers and gardeners
the freedom to create a fully bespoke
design.
Composite Prime® HD Deck® Dual
and HD Deck® XS products and
accessories are available from Haldane
Fisher branches across Northern
Ireland, visit www.haldane-fisher.com
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TRANSLINK MILEWATER SERVICE CENTRE, BELFAST

PROJECT IN FOCUS

MAIN CONTRACTOR
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP AND TECHNICAL ABILITY FROM HENRY BROTHERS
HAS HELPED CREATE AN INCREDIBLE BUILDING IN BELFAST…

T

he Milewater Service
Centre, or the home of
the new ‘Glider’ as it’s also
being called, has quite rightly
been applauded for its next
level design and construction.
The ‘Glider’ is a purpose-built
facility to service, maintain and
repair the fleet of Glider (Belfast
Rapid Transit) vehicles, along
with other Translink buses. The
main building comprises offices,
meeting rooms and staff facilities
(120,000ft2) across three floors
which sit alongside engineering
garages and workshops, bus
washing facilities, parking for
145 buses and 191 staff car
parking spaces. Architecturally

speaking, it sets a new precedent
in the city while the complex
build, which was carried out by
Henry Brothers, has also set a
new standard for projects of this
nature.
This was an exciting and
prestigious project for Henry
Brothers to work on. The Service
Centre provides highly specialist
facilities not only to maintain
Translink’s existing fleet but also
to service and support Translink’s
newest additional fleet, 30
of the 18m long Gliders. The
eco-hybrid Glider vehicles are
high capacity articulated buses
and are considerably larger
than standard buses, requiring

larger facilities and specialist
equipment. The new facility
allows Translink to maintain
the fleet in quality condition in
order to deliver high standards
of service and reliability, as
well as maximizing efficiencies.
The new site has also brought
additional employment
opportunities, including up to
120 construction jobs. Over 450
Translink staff are based on site
at the fully operational service
centre. Sustainability also plays
a part in the new Centre; rain
water harvesting tanks with
capacity of over 100,000 litres,
a grey water recycling system
for the bus- wash wastewater,

“Architecturally speaking, it sets a
new precedent in the city.”
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solar panels and energy efficient
lighting are all features of the
new building. Milewater Service
Centre is an externally clad,
steel frame structure while the
office section of the building is
made up of Brickwork, Trespa
panelling, aluminium windows
and Kingspan cladding.
Built on reclaimed land, ground
conditions were far from
optimal, hence it was essential
for the entire site to be piled.
There were 1000 augured piles
between the two main buildings
and some 3000 piles across the
rest of the entire construction
site to support the utility roads
& parking bays. The building
is quite near the docks, so this
amount of piling isn’t unusual,
but a major amount of works
hidden in the reclaimed ground.
A demanding schedule and
programme led to a phased

handover. The first phase
included the bus wash building
including perimeter fencing
& southern entrance & bus
parking bays, while the second
phase included the main service
garage, engine workshop,
ground and mezzanine offices
and mezzanine and first floor
storage areas, pallet racking,
tyre stores and the northern
entrance.
This was a complex, high tech
and highly serviced building
and it required a large amount
of forward planning and
coordination with client & sub
- contractors throughout the
entire process to accommodate
the specialised services &
equipment such as the 3
Post In-ground Lifts (for the
new Glider), Brake Tester &
Shakers and a galvanised Wash
Bay sky lift in Bus Wash Bay

to name but a few. M & E &
specialist services were a big
part of the project, which was
key to delivery.
It’s not every day that an entire
bus facility is constructed from
scratch and this was the first
project Henry Brothers had
delivered to Translink for some
time. “We were delighted to
work with them, Translink are a
hands-on client and their input
throughout the process was
invaluable. The ‘Glider’ building
is a very prestigious project
and we’re delighted to have
played such an integral part in
its construction. Meeting the
tight timeline was a joint effort
between the Contractor, Client
and Designers and through
this collaborative effort we
delivered the project on time,”
said Paul McLean, Contracts
Director at Henry Brothers.

TRANSLINK MILEWATER SERVICE CENTRE, BELFAST
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Henry Brothers, 108-114 Moneymore Road, Magherafelt, BT45 6HJ
T: 028 7963 1631 - E: info@henrybrothers.co.uk
W: www.henrybrothers.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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PROJECT IN FOCUS

SPECIALIST WORKSHOP EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER
SEARCH WORKSHOP SUPPLIES SHOWCASES HOW THE COMPANY DELIVERS
A SPECIALIST SERVICE…

T

he collaborative approach
to working with contractors
made Search Workshop
Supplies the perfect partner
for Henry Brothers at Translink
Milewater Service Centre, Belfast.
As a leading supplier of garage
workshop equipment and
consumables, the company was
behind the innovative vehicle lifts
that are central to the project.
“As the home of the new Glider
buses, we had to source lifts that
could meet the requirements of
these longer vehicles,” explained
Simon Glass, Managing Director
at Search Workshop Supplies.
“We have long-term relationships
with all the leading suppliers and
specified the Steri-Koni Inground
Diamond Lifts, which we believe
are the first to be installed in the
UK.”
The lifts are manufactured in the
USA and, due to their popularity
in the region, a long lead in time
was required.

“We worked closely with Henry
Brothers on all aspects of the
co-ordination,” added Simon.
“The lifts had to be installed at
an early stage, so the timing was
critical. We have a great working
relationship with Henry Brothers
from working with them on other
projects, and that helped a great
deal to ensure everything ran
smoothly.”
In addition to the specialised
inground lifts, Search Workshop
Supplies also delivered a range of
additional specialist equipment
including mobile column lifts,
modular tool box storage
cabinets, 2-post and 4-post lifts
and pit jacks.
“This was a really big project
for us and one that tested our
abilities to meet a wide range
of specialist needs,” explained
Simon. “But everything went
relatively smoothly and I think
it perfectly demonstrates the
benefits of working with us. We

take a partnership approach to
every project and thanks to our
relationships with the leading
manufacturers in this sector we
are able to provide a bespoke
service.”
This service extends to the
installation and maintenance.
“We don’t sub-contract our
maintenance work. We like to
have full control over quality, so
have our own teams who have a
lot of experience.”
This is a demonstration of the
attention to detail and unique
offering provided by Search
Workshop Supplies.
“We’re unique, as we offer both
lifts and workshop equipment,
which is unusual in this sector,”
explained Simon. “We have
worked on major projects all
across Ireland and supply the car,
commercial, quarry, plant and
public transport industries, so we
have the knowledge and expertise
to meet any requirement.”

Search Workshop Supplies, Altnagelvin Industrial Estate, Londonderry, BT47 2ED
T: (UK) 028 7131 2225 or (RoI) 01 5060572
www.swsni.com
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ALUMINIUM SYSTEMS
McMULLAN O’DONNELL ADDS A TOUCH OF COLOUR…

T

he striking colour
incorporated into the
complete external
glazing solution at the Translink
Milewater Service Centre in
Belfast perfectly showcases the
attention to detail delivered by
McMullan O’Donnell.
Working closely with the main
contractor, Henry Brothers, and
the client, McMullan O’Donnell

was able to create a distinctive
system for the impressive new
facility in Belfast.
With extensive glazing forming
an integral part of the design of
the new offices at the facility, the
company was tasked with adding
distinctive elements.
“We included coloured Vanceva
glass into the overall design,
which really enhances the
building,” explained Michael
McMullan, Head Estimator. “We
enjoy the challenge of finding
the balance between providing
energy efficiency and the practical
aspects with the overall aesthetics
and this project showcases this
perfectly.
We’re delighted to be able to
include Translink to our client list
and to further develop our strong

working relationship with Henry
Brothers.”
McMullan O’Donnell is actively
involved in commercial work
across the UK and Ireland.
The company’s product range
includes a range of PVCu
windows and doors for the
domestic/residential sector whilst
also offering an extensive range
of aluminium systems for the
commercial sector.
McMullan O’Donnell delivers
cost-effective and tailored
solutions, striving to provide
excellence in performance,
security, long life, reliability
and low maintenance. In the
commercial sector, this has
included successful projects in
the leisure, education, office and
retail sectors.

TRANSLINK MILEWATER SERVICE CENTRE, BELFAST
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McMullan O’Donnell Ltd, 101 Drumflugh Road, Benburb, Co.Tyrone,
BT71 7LF. T: 028 3754 8791 E: info@mcmullanodonnell.com
www.mcmullanodonnell.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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CIVIL ENGINEERING AND GROUNDWORKS
A COMPLEX SET OF CHALLENGES FOR THE TEAM AT L LOUGHRAN & SONS…

L

Loughran & Sons was tasked
with the full groundworks
and civils package on
Belfast’s new ‘Glider’ facility.
The job included site clearance;
the bringing up of levels across
the 40,000m2 site for associated
piling works; foundations; cutting
of piles; foul and storm drainage
installation; all electrical service
ducting; and kerbing.
This was a significant package of
works and presented the team at
L Loughran & Sons with a pretty
unique set of challenges from the
outset. The site’s close proximity
to the sea meant challenging
ground conditions for Laurence
Loughran and the rest of his team
to contend with.
“We encountered a lot of
ground water along with a large
amount of contaminated ground
throughout the site, which had to
be excavated and disposed of in
associated landfill sites.
“Quite uniquely, we also had to
install five large underground
water storage tanks, some of
which were approximately 6m

below ground level. Digging
these out in a safe and timely
manner proved to be one of the
most challenging aspects of the
project,” said Laurence Loughran,
MD and founder of the company.
Not only did Laurence and the
team have to complete these
complex yet crucial elements of
the job to the highest standard,
but they also had to meet the
very tight timescale.
“The strict timeline was certainly
another challenging aspect of
the project. It was a challenging
programme that required a lot of
work and coordination with Henry
Bros and the other subcontractors
on site.”
Ensuring all the temporary
works were constructed to the
highest standard was essential for
Laurence and the team.
“Temporary works played a
large role in this project and in
particular the works regarding
the tanks, but crucially we had
to make sure they were erected
properly to he designs to ensure
for the safety of our workers.

“This was a challenging project for
us on several fronts; we had never
dealt with such a large quantity
of contaminated material and
such poor ground conditions. The
scope of works that was required
on the tanks, in particular, was
something we hadn’t encountered
before, namely the sheet piling so ensuring we were able to carry
out those elements of the job in
the safest possible manner was
crucial.”
L Loughran & Sons has worked
with the main contractor on the
Glider project on several other
projects.
“We’ve developed an excellent
working relationship with Henry
Bros over the years. They know
our capabilities and our expertise.
We look forward to continuing
that relationship into the future.
We hadn’t worked with Translink
before so it was great to have
that experience. We’re proud to
have been involved in a project
as prestigious as this; it’s an
important facility for Belfast. We’re
delighted with the end result.”

L. Loughran & Sons Contracts, 30 Cloverhill Road, Coagh, Cookstown, Co Tyrone, BT80 0AT.
T: 028 7941 8867 - E: rosie@lloughranandsons.com
www.lloughranandsons.com
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FLOORING
EXPERT SERVICE FROM GMP INDUSTRIAL…

F

looring and wall cladding
specialists, GMP Industrial,
along with supplier, Altro
Resins and JNG Agencies, was
responsible for installing the
hard-wearing epoxy resin flooring
to the servicing bays at the
new ‘Glider’ project in Belfast.
A collaborative effort with the
client and the other teams on
site ensured a straightforward,
efficient job and one that GMP
Industrial can add to its already
impressive portfolio of works.
Working directly for the project
contractor, GMP Industrial
planned works around other
trades to ensure minimum
disruption. For an expedited
installation process, two crews
operated at the same time;
one to prepare the surface and
a second to install the resin
flooring. This resulted in a quick
completion and handover to the
client.
Despite the straightforward

nature of the job, the ‘Glider’
project wasn’t without its
challenges. High temperatures in
the summer months hampered
GMP’s ability to proceed with the
job. “Temperatures during the
very hot spell we had reached
38 to 40 degrees. That made
curing very difficult. We worked
at night to overcome the problem
and ensure the rest of the subcontractors could get on with
their jobs,” said Mark McCann,
Director at GMP Industrial. A
tight timeline meant all teams
were under pressure to complete
their works package and allow
the project to proceed without
delay. “Working at night meant
we weren’t affecting anyone else.
It also allowed us to complete the
flooring element of the project
to the high standards we set on
every job we undertake.”
The Milewater Service Centre isn’t
the first project for Translink that
GMP Industrial has worked on.

“We were delighted to have the
opportunity to work with Translink
once again. We’re accustomed
to their specific requirements on
jobs like these and I think they’re
happy with the approach we take
and the commitment we show to
getting the job done in a timely
manner. The ‘Glider’ facility is
a prestigious project and we’re
proud to be associated with it.”
GMP Industrial has been
operating for over 25 years.
The company has worked on
a diverse range of commercial
and industrial project across the
country. The highest standards
of workmanship and attention
to detail are applied to every
job undertaken by the company,
large or small. GMP’s policy is to
always have one of the company’s
directors on site to oversee each
project to ensure the highest
standards of workmanship and
attention to detail throughout the
contract.

TRANSLINK MILEWATER SERVICE CENTRE, BELFAST
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GMP Industrial, 40 Barnish Road, Randalstown, Antrim, BT41 2EJ
M: 07815 783787 - E: info@gmpindustrial.co.uk
www.gmpindustrial.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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CONCRETE, BUILDING MORTAR AND SCREED
RTU SUPPLIES A RANGE OF HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR THE TRANSLINK
MILEWATER SERVICE CENTRE…

T

he combined product and
construction knowledge at
RTU was firmly at play at the
new Translink Milewater Service
Centre in Belfast.
With the project build in the
region of £20million, RTU had the
pleasure of supplying a range of
materials to this project including
concrete, standard building mortar
and Speed Screed.

CONCRETE
RTU supplied approximately
3000m3 of concrete to UK
piling company, Vibro Menard,
and approximately 10,000m3
of concrete to main contractor,
Henry Brothers. RTU offers a
wide variety of concrete mixes,
produced to clients’ specifications,
to meet the many challenges
of modern construction. RTU’s
ready-mix concrete is supplied
according to a customer’s design
mix specification, and mixes can
include pumped, air-entrained,
fibre re-enforced, waterproofed,
eco-friendly and foamed.

MORTAR
Standard building mortar was
used extensively across the new
service centre and was supplied
by RTU. Delivered direct to site,
RTU’s factory produced mortar
is ready to use, with either 8 or
36 hour set-retarder. It offers
guaranteed quality and strength
to provide greater consistency
than site-mixed mortar. These
tried-and-tested solutions reflect
the company’s experience of
supplying mortar to the Northern
Ireland construction industry for
over 20 years.

SPEEDSCREED
RTU supplied Henry Brothers
with approximately 150m3 of
the company’s Speedscreed with
micro fibres . This product has
been designed as an improved
drying screed, suitable for
all common floor finishes. It
accommodates quick turnaround,
allowing foot traffic and
application of floor coverings
earlier than normal.

As a leading supplier to Northern
Ireland’s commercial, residential
and self build industries, RTU is
perfectly positioned to meet the
specific needs of projects of this
type.
RTU has an impressive portfolio
of projects, with the company
working on a wide range of
prestigious jobs across Northern
Ireland.
RTU’s iconic modern fleet services
the company’s distribution from
a cutting-edge manufacturing
plant in Newtownabbey. In
addition to the products supplied
to this Translink project, RTU is
also recognised for two unique
signature products - Exposa®,
a beautiful decorative concrete
and the ultimate alternative
to traditional paving, asphalt,
tarmac and loose gravel; and
Ultraflo®, Ireland’s only readymixed hemihydrate liquid floor
screed with unique properties
that make it an ideal solution
for all domestic and commercial
projects.

Cloughfern Avenue, Newtownabbey, County Antrim, BT37 0UZ
T: 028 9085 1441 – E: sales@tru.co.uk
www.rtu.co.uk
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IRONMONGERY AND DOOR AUTOMATION
DOORWAYS SERVICE IS KEY TO THE DELIVERY OF THE NEW GLIDER FACILITY…

T

he ability of Doorways
to co-ordinate with both
architects and main
contractors was central to the
company’s success on the new
Translink Milewater Service
Centre project.
Doorways supplied all the
ironmongery as well as supplying
and installing the new door
automation systems. The
company’s in-house Lock Centre,
which is based in Belfast, also
built the locking cylinders as part
of the overall service.
Initially working closely with
the architect to understand the
design of the project, Doorways
ensured that the products met
the necessary fire ratings and
relevant regulations as well as
the desired aesthetics. Once
these elements were agreed, the
team then worked closely with
Henry Brothers on the delivery
requirements. The ironmongery
and door automation were

supplied individually on a door-bydoor basis to match a pre-agreed
schedule with the main contractor.
“We enjoy working from the
early stages of a project to meet
all the various requirements and
create a tailored service for the
client,” explained Sales Manager,
Robert McNeill. “It is important
for us to be able to match in
with the architect’s vision for a
building while also considering the
practical needs and the relevant
regulations that need to be met.
“For the contractor, their needs
are different from job to job and
we work closely with them to
find out how best to deliver the
products to site. We back this up
with regular site visits and, where
necessary, altered orders to match
their requirements. It’s all part of
our partnership approach.”
It is just over a year since the
Macnaughton Blair-owned
businesses, Moffett Thallon
Doorways and MB Architectural,

joined forces under the
Doorways brand to offer a onestop shop for architects and
building contractors requiring
doors, doorsets, ironmongery,
access contol and door
automation solutions. In that
time, Doorways has continued to
offer a complete service to both
trade and retail customers. The
company has recorded significant
growth in terms of sales and
interest in the various services it
provides. Doorways operates to
the stringent ISO9001 standard
and the company is also able to
offer a full joinery service and is
certified by Certifire to cut and
glaze fire doors.
“We have been working hard
across the industry to emphasise
the importance of compliance
with fire safety regulations and
we would be delighted to meet
with any architect or contractor
who wants to learn more about
this,” added Robert.

TRANSLINK MILEWATER SERVICE CENTRE, BELFAST

PROJECT IN FOCUS

Doorways, 143 Northumberland Street, Belfast, BT13 2JF.
T: 028 9032 2802
www.doorways.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR
CO-ORDINATION WITH SPECIALIST SUPPLIERS IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS FOR
R&F MECHANICAL SERVICES…

O

ne of the key elements
for R&F Mechanical
Services at the Translink
Milewater Service Centre was
the co-ordination with specialist
suppliers.
The company is well-versed
in commercial mechanical
installations but this project
included a number of unusual
elements, with R&F Mechanical
working closely with the suppliers
of the high efficiency bus washing
facilities as well as the bespoke
diesel, specialist fuels, lubrication
and antifreeze storage and
distribution systems to serve the
extensive Translink fleet.
The project also included
elements such as vehicle

exhaust extraction
throughout the main
garage facility, a
dust extract system
to serve paint prep
and workshop areas,
and a specialist
gas supply to the
welding workshop.
Energy efficiency was central to
the project, and R&F Mechanical
Services installed a solar array to
feed the DHW system along with
two rainwater harvesting tanks
totalling in excess of 100,000
litres of rainwater reclamation as
part of the bus wash systems.
the entire mechanical
system is incorporated into
the overarching Building

Management System (BMS).
R&F Mechanical Services are
proud to have worked closely with
Henry Brothers in successfully
delivering this impressive facility
for Translink.

T: 028 2766 2627
www.rfmechanical.com

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
CLOSE COLLABORATION ON SITE HELPED BRAHAM ELECTRICAL DELIVER A
TOP QUALITY JOB…

E

lectrical services for the
new ‘Glider’ project were
provided by Braham
Electrical. The company used BIM
to coordinate several elements
which left the installation quicker
and more accurate onsite.
“A huge amount of effort went
into co-ordination before we
even stepped onto the site. As it
was so heavy in both mechanical
and electrical systems, we used
BIM to ensure the process was as
efficient as possible,” said Ciaran
McQuaid, Braham.
An extremely tight deadline
meant Ciaran and the team were
under pressure. “The new Glider
buses were due to be launched
in September, so we had to
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have the core facility
finished by then. It was
tight; we were trying
to deliver a huge
package of works in a
very large complicated
building and quite
often we were
working at height so
that presented its own
challenges.”
Products specified were of the
highest quality, as befitting a
project for Translink NI. Dextra
lighting took centre stage in the
main garage and workshops,
utilising high efficiency LED fittings
each with in-built microwave
pods. The security systems were
extremely important to the client

and the building benefits from a
complex network of CCTV, door
access and fire safety systems.

T: 0044 (0)28 4177 2989
E: info@brahamelectrical.com
www.brahamelectrical.com
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THE SERVICE FROM WORK REST PLAY INTERIORS IS ABOUT A LOT MORE
THAN JUST PICKING THE RIGHT OFFICE FURNITURE…

W

ork Rest Play Interiors
has created a
stunning new office
environment for Translink at the
Milewater Service Centre.
“The Translink team, headed
by Michelle Alcorn, were
very engaged in the process
and a joy to work with’ said
Elaine McVeigh, MD. “A full
deign consultation with them
highlighted the main focus
was to use space effectively,
creating a wonderful working
environment for staff.
“Creating collaborative spaces,
supplying bespoke workstations
and specialist lockers was
part of our remit. The long
term health benefits of their

working environment were
integral in our overall design as
happy healthy staff are more
productive.”
Clear visuals, strong aesthetics
and practical acoustic
considerations also enhanced
the overall service provided by
Work Rest Play Interiors.
For the past 14 years, Work
Rest Play Interiors has been
committed to creating stunning
interior spaces for a range of
businesses, organisations and
venues throughout the United
Kingdom, Ireland and beyond.
The company’s collaborative
approach and holistic
philosophy enhances this
overall service.

T: 028 9031 4303
www.workrestplay.net

KITCHEN
BESPOKE JOINERY FROM THE EXPERTS AT
BLACKTHORN CONTRACT FURNITURE…

B

lackthorn Contract
Furniture completed
the specialist joinery to
complete the new-look kitchen
at Translink Milewater Service
Centre.
The impressive staff canteen
also doubles up as a meeting
area, so had to have a very
distinctive look and finish that
matched the modern and stylish
aesthetic of the new office
accommodation section of this
impressive new facility.
Blackthorn works across the
commercial sector on projects
ranging from education and
healthcare through to offices,
schools, sports clubs and
community buildings. The
www.northernbuilder.co.uk

company can provide
everything from the
reception counter to the
vanity units; the staff room
kitchen to the trophy
cabinet; the coffee bar to
the toilet cubicles; and the
storage shelving to the
IPS panelling.
All products are
manufactured to order,
meaning that the specific
and unique finishes and
styles can be delivered to meet
a client’s requirements. All these
quality products are matched
by the excellent standard of
workmanship by the standard
of workmanship by Blackthorn’s
highly skilled joiners.

FOLLOW US ON:
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INTERIOR SPACE DESIGN

T: Stephen Frater - 07795 468799
T: Stephen McKee - 07715 055244
E: info@blackthorncontractfurniture.co.uk
www.blackthorncontractfurniture.co.uk
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CLEANING SERVICES
A DEEP CLEAN BY WAF CLEANING SERVICES PUTS THE FINISHES TOUCHES
ONTO THIS PROJECT…

W

AF Cleaning Services
ensured the new
Translink Milewater
Service Centre was looking its
best before staff moved in by
completing a deep clean of the
entire facility.
The company, which has been in
operation for over 30 years, has
a long-established relationship
with the main contractor, Henry
Brothers, and the team used a
wide range of specialist equipment
to complete the interior and
exterior cleaning.
“We’re delighted to again be
working with Henry Brothers,”
said William Fry, Director, WAF
Cleaning Services. “This was a big
project and while it was completed

in phases, at the very end we
had to be flexible to allow the
contractors to finish their work
before we moved in. We changed
our shifts to nights in order to get
the work completed on time and
allow the client to move in when
scheduled.”
WAF Cleaning Services offers a
range of commercial cleaning
services including builders’
cleans, carpet cleans, roof
cleaning, power washing,
chewing gum removal,
graffiti removal and property
maintenance.
The company works with
customers across the private and
public sectors, providing a full
professional service.

WAFCLEANING
T: 07889 137391
E: wafcleaning@yahoo.co.uk

GYM FLOORING AND EQUIPMENT SUPPLIER
STAFF CAN GET IN SHAPE THANKS TO SPECIALIST FOCUS BY FIX A GYM…

F

ix A Gym specialises
in making the most of
restrictive spaces, and at
the Translink Milewater Service
Centre the new staff gym
epitomises this perfectly.
“We started with designing the
layout using 3D CAD software
and, once approved, we sourced,
supplied and fitted all the gym
equipment,” explained Richard
Wallace, Managing Director.
“With offices situated below
the gym, we also installed
anti-vibration safety flooring to
prevent noise transfer from the
gym.
“This is the type of work we
specialise in. Through the use of
dual or multifunction equipment
along with clever design, we
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maximised the
available space.”
The team is well
accustomed to working
closely with the
architect on the design
aspect of the project
and also with the main
contractor to coordinate the installation
process.
“The client is central to
everything that we do,” added
Richard. “We have an extensive
showroom which allows them
to select the equipment and we
also follow up the design and
installation process with training
and servicing.”
Fix A Gym Ltd is the parent
company of a wider group of

trading divisions that includes
Fitness Equipment NI, Trade
Floors NI and Rubber Flooring NI.

T: 0800 334 5755
E: sales@fixagym.co.uk
www.fitnessequipmentni.co.uk
www.tradefloorni.co.uk
www.fixagym.co.uk
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GAS BARRIER DESIGN

B

aridek Services Ltd were
responsible for the design,
supply and installation of
the gas barrier at the ‘Glider’
project in Belfast. A complex
site, the team had to contend
with a significant amount of
contamination which had to be
accommodated in the gas barrier
design. Ventilation was also a key
element of Baridek’s brief. “All
these elements made getting the
project over the line a challenge.
We were working to an extremely
tight timeline but we managed
to meet it,” said Declan Conlon,
Director at Baridek Services Ltd.
The company has worked with
the main contractor on previous
projects, a relationship which
helped to ensure the project

met its strict
deadline.
“We have
an excellent
working
relationship
with Henry
Bros and
we look
forward to
strengthening
those ties
into the
future. We’re
delighted to have been involved
in such a prestigious project and
to have met the strict planning
requirements around it. We met
the deadline, which was no mean
feat. It’s a very worthy project to
add to our portfolio.”

T: 00353 47 75427
E: info@baridek.ie
www.baridek.ie

ROAD SURFACING
JOHN McQUILLAN CONTRACTS AGAIN TEAMS UP WITH HENRY BROTHERS TO
PROVIDE A COMPLETE ROAD SURFACING SERVICE…

T

he extensive road surfacing
surrounding the new
Translink Milewater Service
Centre was completed by John
McQuillan Contracts. The company
was also involved in various phases
of the Belfast Rapid Transit project
across the East and West of the city
to create extra lanes for the Glider.
“We were delighted to again
be working closely with both
Henry Brothers and Translink”
explained company Director
John McQuillan. “We have
worked with Henry Brothers on
various projects before, both in
Northern Ireland and Scotland.
To enable the BRT scheme to go
live in September, we faced a
challenging programme. At the
www.northernbuilder.co.uk

same time as the Milewater Service
Centre project, we were the Main
Contractors on separate Phases of
the BRT project at Stewartstown
Road and Newtownards Road.
Notwithstanding the challenges,
we were able to meet all project
completion dates on schedule”
The design for the project specified
a Stone Mastic Asphalt surface
course to cope with the high stress
associated with the continuous
movement of Translink’s fleet,
including the Glider. All material
was sourced from McQuillan
Quarries based at Edentrillick
Quarry in Dromore Co.Down and
Budore Quarry at Dundrod, Belfast.
John McQuillan Contracts is
part of McQuillan Companies

FOLLOW US ON:
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SPECIALISED, EXPERT SERVICES FROM BARIDEK…

which rebranded in August 2018
under the following 4 divisions –
McQuillan Quarries, McQuillan
Environmental, McQuillan Outdoor
and John McQuillan Contracts.

T: 028 9266 8831
www.mcquillancompanies.com
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BUILDERS’ MERCHANT

DOORS AND SCREENS

JP Corry worked closely with main contractor,
Henry Brothers, to supply a wide range of materials
to keep the construction of the impressive Translink
Milewater Service Centre on track.
The leading builders’ merchant prides itself on
having a diverse product range and for this project
JP Corry supplied Kingspan Styrozone insulation ,
plywood, heavy duty manhole covers, timber, and a
selection of day to day materials.
All these products were delivered direct
to the construction site, with the JP
Corry team liaising closely with Henry
Brothers to co-ordinate supplies.
T: 028 9024 3661 - www.jpcorry.com

Experienced
joinery
company,
DMS Hanna,
delivered a
top class job
working on
this Translink
project.
Working
with the main contractor, Henry Brothers, for
the first time proved to be a new and enjoyable
experience for DMS. The talented team handed
over the first phase of the workshops and offices
on time but faced a tight deadline to complete the
second phase of the main office block. However,
with everyone pulling together, completion was
achieved on time.

T: 028 4176 2004 M: 07802838733 07764534577 - 07729456237
E: d.m.hanna@hotmail.co.uk

STORAGE PRODUCTS
Sperrin Metal
provided Translink with
a wide range of storage
products including
general pallet racking,
Feroprofil racking,
COSHH racking,
boltless shelving,
mobile shelving and
mezzanine flooring.
Sperrin Metal Storage
Solutions was first
established in 1963,
and has grown steadily
since then to become one of the leading storage
manufacturers in Britain and Ireland. Sperrin has
produced bespoke storage solutions for many
sectors of the market, ranging from the small startup entrepreneurs to large multinationals.

T: 028 7962 8362 - www.sperrin-metal.com
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PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT
PJD worked
closely with
Henry Brothers’
Health and
Safety team
to provide a
core range
of products
that were safe, comfortable and met the required
specifications. Furthermore, PJD was also
responsible for the branded clothing on site,
including safety helmets, Hi Vis and wet gear
which helped to promote the new Henry Brothers
rebrand. PJD Safety Supplies is a family run
business with over fifteen years’ experience; with
health and safety being a significant part of every
work place, the company supplies all sectors of
industry with an extensive range of products suited
for all work environments.

T: 028 8772 2940 - www.pjdsafetysupplies.com
FOLLOW US ON:
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RG Decorators is proud to have been associated
with Henry Brothers in the Translink Milewater
Service Centere. The company provides a
professional service in all aspects of its work and
aims to leave the highest quality painting finishes
as required by the client. This project is the perfect
example of these high standards.

RGDECORATORS
T: 028 4063 1519 - E: rgdecor55@gmail.com

AIRTIGHTNESS TESTING
Airtightness Ireland carried out the airtightness
tests for the new Translink Milewater Service Centre
in Belfast. With energy efficiency such an important
element of this project, the airtightness testing was
required to ensure the facilities reached optimum
levels. The expert team from Airtightness Ireland
has worked with Henry Brothers since 2006 on
projects across the UK and Ireland,and this project
was a continuation of that partnership.

T: Martin Smyth on 0748 3125 623
E: martin@airtightnessireland.co.uk

FLOOR SCREEDS
PERFECT CO-ORDINATION FROM
FLOORING SPECIALIST, PW CONTRACTS…

T

he floor screed in the
new office block at the
Translink Milewater
Service Centre was supplied
and installed by the team at PW
Contracts.
The Omagh-based company
can provide a range of screed
solutions and, on this occasion,
selected Ultraflo® from RTU
as the best match for the
requirements of this project.
Ultraflo® is Ireland’s only readymixed hemihydrate liquid floor
screed with unique properties
that make it an ideal choice for
all domestic and commercial
projects.
The screed will complement the
www.northernbuilder.co.uk

underfloor heating
system in place in the
offices while it has
also proved to be an
ideal solution for the
external bus wash
areas.
PW Contracts has
over 20 years of
experiences as
flooring specialists
for both private and
commercial business.
The company supplies and
fits sand cement, paving and
concrete floors, imprint concrete,
exposed concrete, and can also
undertake all areas of insurance
projects from start to finish.
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DECORATORS

PW CONTRACTS
PW Contracts, 7 Lenamore Road,
Gortin, Omagh
T: 07990 554105
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KEYSTONE’S HI-THERM+ LINTEL WINS AT THE
IRISH CONSTRUCTION EXCELLENCEAWARDS
Hi-therm+ Lintel from
Keystone has won the
Construction Product
Innovation Category at
the Irish Construction
Excellence Awards.
The award winning Hitherm+ Lintel provides
the low cost solution
Keystone has won the Construction Product Innovation Catfor reduced carbon
egory at the prestigious Irish Construction Excellence Awards
in Dublin. Pictured at the presentation are, from left, Claire
emissions. Up to 5 times
Baronetti (Irish Building Mgazine), Jonathan Fee, Stephen
Quinn & Kris Willis (Keystone Lintels), Anna Geary (ICE Awards
more thermally efficient
MC) and Stephen Regazzoli (Keystone Lintels).
than a standard steel
investing in research and design to
lintel, the Hi-therm+
ensure we are at the forefront of
Lintel is an innovative solution to
innovation within the construction
reducing thermal bridging and
industry. The Hi-therm+ Lintel has
improving SAP calculations. This
enjoyed great success in the Irish
latest win comes off the back of
construction industry, it offers
a hugely success year for the Hibuilders a solution which is faster
therm+ Lintel, having also been
and easier to install compared to a
named Construction Product of
two part lintel while also providing
the Year at the Irish Construction
Industry Awards and Best Building a low cost route to improve both
Fabric Product at the Housebuilder CO2 reduction and Fabric Energy
Efficiency.”
Product Awards.
Kris Willis, Regional Sales Director, T: 028 8676 2184
www.keystonelintels.com/hicommented, “At the Keystone
therm-lintels
Group, we are continuously

HISTORIC HOME OF RENOWNED BELFAST
BUILDER TO GET NEW LEASE OF LIFE
Clonrose Developments has announced that it has signed a development
agreement with Choice Housing Ireland to deliver 42 new social housing units
on the former H&J Martin builders’ yard on the Ormeau Road.
The Brickworks will provide 7 new townhouses, 32 new general needs
apartments and 3 new wheelchairaccessible apartments arranged around a
Stephen Davey, Clonrose Developments
central courtyard with dedicated parking.
Director, Michael McDonnell, Choice Housing
Chief Executive, and Gareth Moore, H&J
Clonrose Developments has appointed
Martin Construction Director, marking
the announcement of the new Brickworks
H&J Martin to deliver the construction.
development in Belfast.
Gareth Moore, Construction Director for
H&J Martin, commented, “H&J Martin
was once the major employer in the
Ormeau area and as H&J Martin departs
from our home on the Ormeau Road, we
leave a final lasting legacy for the people
there with the construction of a highquality social housing scheme.”
www.hjmartin.co.uk
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MCCUE LENDS A HELPING
HAND TO CHARITY
McCue Crafted Fit has worked on
some of the world’s most luxurious fitout and refurbishment projects but the
company took part in a very different
kind of project in 2018, fundraising for
Helping Hand, charity to the Royal Belfast
Hospital for Sick Children.
The company raised a generous £2,700
for the charity by taking part in a number
of fundraising activities throughout the
year.
Operations Director at McCue, Gary
Purdy, said, “Helping Hand is a fantastic
charity, which provides excellent support
to children in care at the Royal Belfast
Hospital for Sick Children, as well as
families who have been affected by
illness. The team at the Hospital for Sick
Children provides an outstanding and
caring service during a time of need for
many families. We were delighted to help
in a small way with our employees, once
again, coming together as a team to raise
vital funds. I am very proud of the McCue
staff and how they’ve raised monies for
this very worthwhile cause and truly hope
that many people will benefit from our
donation.”
Nigel Kearney at Helping Hand charity
added, “We are indebted to McCue for
their generous donation.
www.helpinghandrbhsc.co.uk.

Nicola Downey, HR and Training Manager, and Gary Purdy,
Operations Director, at McCue Crafted Fit, present Nigel
Kearney from Helping Hand Charity with a cheque for
£2700, following a number of fundraising initiatives by the
company.
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MASTER BUILDERS AWARDS

ALL THE WINNERS FROM THE NORTHERN IRELAND MASTER BUILDER AWARDS…

Showcasing the best builders in
Northern Ireland
AWARDS

2019

T

he best builders
in Northern
Ireland were
recognised and
celebrated at the
2019 Northern
Ireland Master Builder
Awards Gala Dinner at
the end of March.
Hosted by the
Federation of
Master Builders, the
awards celebrate
the incredible
achievements of
Master Builders across
the UK, showcasing
examples of highMoffitt & Robinson Construction Ltd celebrates winning three awards.
quality craftsmanship,
exceptional customer service and
provide us with the opportunity to ceremony, which will be hosted
building excellence.
give our members the recognition by TV presenter and building
More than 170 guests attended
they deserve for their dedication
enthusiast Nick Knowles. In
the gala dinner, sponsored by
and commitment to delivering
addition to a national category
Openreach, at the Malone Lodge
quality building projects.
win, the Northern Ireland
Hotel in Belfast where a diverse
“It was great to welcome some
members will be vying for the
range of building projects were
new entrants this year, and all
overall Master Builder Award and
on show. Now in its 14th year, the building firms should be very
the chance to drive home in an
Master Builder Awards provide
proud of their work. We’re also
Isuzu D-Max Utah Pick Up truck
an opportunity to recognise
grateful for the support of our
worth more than £30,000 and
and acknowledge the hard work
sponsors who help to make
collect a £1,000 cheque for their
and contribution that small to
events such as these possible, and client.
medium-sized building firms make enable us to bring our members
The Northern Ireland finalists
to the local construction industry.
and their clients together to help
have good reason to be hopeful –
Gavin McGuire, Director of
celebrate a job well done.”
following the success of the 2017
FMB Northern Ireland, said the
The winners from the Northern
Master Builder Awards where
quality of the entries made for
Ireland awards are now in the
local building firm John Dynes &
tough decision making for the
running to win a UK category
Son took home the top prize, this
independent judges.
title at the national Master
year’s winners will be trying the
“The high calibre of nominated
Builder Awards ceremony on
keep the title in Northern Ireland.
projects this year was impressive
Friday, September 20 at the
“We look forward to cheering
and it reinforces why Master
InterContinental Hotel, Park Lane, on the Northern Ireland winners
Builders are the best in the
London.
at the national Master Builder
building industry,” said Gavin.
More than 600 guests are
Awards ceremony later this year,”
“The Master Builder Awards
expected to attend the national
Gavin said.

Federation of Master Builders, Unit 10, Kilbegs Business Centre, Plasketts Close,
Antrim, BT41 4LY. Tel: 028 9446 0416
www.fmb.org.uk - www.findabuilder.co.uk
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Winners...
OUTSTANDING
CONTRIBUTION AWARD
Winner: William Moffitt, Moffitt &
Robinson Construction Ltd

Celebrating the success in the Heritage section are (from left) John and Karen
Bolleboom (clients and proprieters of One Shore Street), Breige and Paul Collins
(contractor) and Ian and Susan McGaw (architect).

BATHROOM PROJECT
Winner: Moffitt & Robinson Construction
Ltd

AWARDS

2019

LOW CARBON PROJECT
Winner: Moffitt & Robinson Construction
Ltd

APPRENTICE AWARD
Winner: Matilda-May Beattie, Lowry
Building & Civil Engineering Ltd
Staff from AMD Homes celebrate the company’s Master Builder Awards success.

COMMERCIAL PROJECT
Winner: Lowry Building & Civil
Engineering Ltd

LOCAL AUTHORITY/PUBLIC
SECTOR
Winner: Lowry Building & Civil
Engineering Ltd
John Dynes & Son Ltd celebrate the success in the Kitchen category.

HERITAGE PROJECT
Winner: Marlfield Joinery & Construction
Ltd

LARGE RENOVATION PROJECT
Winner: Marlfield Joinery & Construction
Ltd

Energystore Ltd – winners of the Heavenly Builder category.

MEDIUM RENOVATION
PROJECT
Winner: Alskea Contracts Ltd

SMALL RENOVATION PROJECT
Winner: AMD Homes

KITCHEN PROJECT
Winner: John Dynes & Son Ltd

HEAVENLY BUILDER
Winner: Energystore Ltd

Awards supported and sponsored by...

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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F

MB members and guests
gathered at the Malone
Lodge Hotel in Belfast
at the end of March to find
out the winners of the Master
Builder Awards.
A drinks reception, sponsored
by the Keystone Group, set
the scene for what was a great
night of success for Northern
Ireland’s leading builders.
Since 1999, the Master Builder
Awards has been a flagship

for high-quality building
work, showcasing examples
of fantastic craftsmanship,
exceptional customer service
and building excellence.
Organised by the FMB, the
awards programme is unique
in that any project entered by
the builder must be backed up
by the customer – giving clients
the opportunity to support
those building companies that
have delivered exceptional

results. The awards
programme recognises the
hard work and contribution
that small and medium-sized
(SME) construction firms
make to the UK construction
industry.

“Since 1999, the Master
Builder Awards has
been a flagship for highquality building work.”

Awards supported and sponsored by...
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APPRENTICE AWARD
WINNER: MATILDA-MAY BEATTIE, LOWRY BUILDING &
CIVIL ENGINEERING LTD

C

astlederg apprentice
promoting women in
Matilda-May Beattie
construction. This promising
has been named
apprentice is now working on
Northern Ireland’s best
Education Authority schemes,
Apprentice in the FMB
coordinating the upgrade
Master Builder Awards 2019.
of fire risk works within
Matilda-May began her civil
live school environments,
engineering apprenticeship
developing and maturing her
at Lowry Building and Civil
engineering and management
Jemma Lowry, Lowry Building & Civil Engineering Ltd (right), who
Engineering Ltd on the
skills, completing every task
received the Apprentice Award on behalf of Matilda-May Beattie,
from
Nicola
Titterington
of
sponsors,
Hays.
NIFRS Service Support
she is given with enthusiasm
Centre project in Belfast.
and passion for the industry.
This meant a 5am start from Monday to Friday and
Gavin McGuire, Director of FMB Northern Ireland,
a 180-mile round trip to site each day.
said, “Matilda-May is a shining example of how
Matilda-May became one of the team immediately,
commitment, dedication and determination can
learning and absorbing experience from Director
achieve results and we wish her luck in the national
to Operative level. She led Occupational Health
final.”
Initiatives such as a Stroke Awareness Event, LBCE
wellbeing initiatives, Considerate Constructor
AWARD
Scheme initiatives, visits from schools, encouraging
SPONSORED BY
careers within the construction industry and

Lowry Building & Civil Engineering Ltd
Head Office: The Old Bank, 7 John Street, Castlederg, BT81 7AW
Belfast Office: The Old Bank, 54 Boucher Road, Belfast, BT12 6QL www.lowrybuilding.co.uk
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William Moffitt being presented with the Outstanding Contribution
Award by Arthur McArdle, FMB National President.

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION AWARD
WILLIAM MOFFITT, MOFFITT & ROBINSON CONSTRUCTION LTD

W

illiam Moffitt
members to assist them
has a long list of
with their projects. He is a
achievements and
valued member of the FMB
he has added another to his
and an inspiration to all
collection after receiving an
those working in the wider
Outstanding Contribution
construction industry.”
Award. William was praised
Willie represents FMB NI
by judges for leading the
on the FMB Builder Group
way in raising standards on
and, in turn, represents the
William Moffitt with First Minister, Arlene Foster during a visit to
passive house research and
FMB nationally on the SAP
Northern Ireland’s first Passive House, constructed by Moffitt &
Robinson.
development in Northern
Industry Forum which looks
Ireland. He is known for
at the next generation of
developing knowledge and nurturing collaborations
SAP. He is also a member of the Passive House
to improve building quality and he is an enthusiastic
Alliance of Builders that produced a paper on
mentor for others. William has always been keen
“Multiple Benefits of Low Energy Buildings” which
to help those interested in construction and is
was presented at Innovative Applied Energy
involved with local colleges and schools, spending
Conference in Oxford and to the NIHE, Department
much time working on local community projects.
of Finance and Department of Communities locally.
Gavin McGuire, Director of FMB Northern Ireland,
This group also produced a paper on “Indoor
said: “Willie diligently attends and contributes to
Environment Quality of Passive House” which
all FMB NI board meetings and is always keen to
was presented at the Passive and Low-Energy
share knowledge and experience with other FMB
Architecture conference in Hong Kong.

Moffitt & Robinson Construction Ltd, 40 Blacksessiagh Road, Omagh, BT78 1SU
T:028 8224 3656 or 028 8225 1174 or 07803 189303
www.moffittandrobinson.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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BATHROOM PROJECT
WINNER: MOFFITT & ROBINSON CONSTRUCTION LTD

O

magh-based
befitting of the hotel.
building firm,
This isn’t the first time that
Moffitt & Robinson
Moffitt & Robinson has
Construction Ltd, checked
completed an award-winning
out of the Master Builder
project for Corick House,
Awards with the Bathroom
with the company also being
Project accolade for the
recognised in the past for
award-winning four star
work on a highly energyhotel, Corick House in
efficient extension.
Clogher.
The three-storey extension
Diane Moffitt, Moffitt & Robinson, is presented with the Bathroom
Project by Barry Neilson of sponsors CITB NI.
It has proved to be a double
to the existing hotel
celebration as Corick House
comprises 24 bedrooms
Hotel has recently received an award for the Top
over two floors along with leisure facilities on
Spa Hotel in Ireland at an event in Galway.
the ground floor. The use of a heat recovery
The team was tasked with enlarging existing
ventilation system, a borehole and a range of
bathrooms in the junior suites to provide modern
energy-efficient measures for the heating and
fittings, a freestanding bath and a walk-in shower
hot water requirements was combined with the
complemented with mood lighting – all designed to
latest energy-efficient methods used in the design
enhance the relaxation experience while staying at
and construction of the building fabric to deliver
the hotel. Judges said the finished job was visually
significant savings for the hotel and probably the
pleasing and delivered to a high standard finish,
lowest carbon output in Europe.

Moffitt & Robinson Construction Ltd, 40 Blacksessiagh Road, Omagh, BT78 1SU
T:028 8224 3656 or 028 8225 1174 or 07803 189303
www.moffittandrobinson.co.uk
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LOW CARBON PROJECT
WINNER: MOFFITT & ROBINSON CONSTRUCTION LTD

M

offitt & Robinson
fells that are not suitable for
Construction has
wood products. This system
created a hardhas been combined with
earned reputation for
the water for the properties
delivering energy-efficient
being supplied by the deep
buildings of the highest
bore well.
standards and that was
The existing electrical supply
again recognised by FMB.
is boosted by a wind turbine
The Omagh-based
and solar panels, with waste
building firm saw off tough
water and sewage linked to
William Moffitt is presented with the Low Carbon Project Award
by Maire Nawaz, FMB.
competition to win the Low
the onsite treatment plant
Carbon Project category for
consisting of a three pond
the construction of a pair of two-bedroom semiand reed system. The whole system is considered
detached retirement bungalows in Clanabogan,
to be of exceptional quality, as demonstrated by
Omagh. The self-sustainable village provides a
the ‘excellent’ Energy Performance Certificate (EPC)
safe and secure environment for the residents
rating. Such is the energy efficiency of the buildings
to flourish and allows them to enjoy homes that
that they have not noticed any increase in the energy
focus on the latest eco technology. Moffitt &
running costs for the complex.
Robinson Construction Ltd linked the heating for
the dwellings to an existing district heating system,
AWARD SPONSORED BY
which is fuelled by wood chip sourced from forest

Moffitt & Robinson Construction Ltd, 40 Blacksessiagh Road, Omagh, BT78 1SU
T:028 8224 3656 or 028 8225 1174 or 07803 189303
www.moffittandrobinson.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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COMMERCIAL PROJECT
WINNER: LOWRY BUILDING & CIVIL ENGINEERING LTD

C

astlederg-based
traditional public bar
building firm,
serving a top-quality,
Lowry Building &
gastropub menu daily
Civil Engineering Ltd, has
with a large outdoor
again won the title for Best
seating area; a stylish
Commercial Project at the
café bar; a family-friendly,
Master Builder Awards.
Italian-themed restaurant
The company picked up the
upstairs called Morso
prize for its work on Belfast’s
which seats 130 people;
Jemma
Lowry
,
Lowry
Building
&
Civil
Engineering
Ltd,
is
presented
newest bar, eatery and
and private rooms
with the Commercial Project Award by Stephen Kane of sponsors,
Ridgeway.
lounge - The Doyen. Lowry’s
catering for parties up
won the same category in
to 140. There is even a
2017 for the company’s work on the Silverbirch
secret snug bar, catering for 30 people.
Hotel in Omagh.
The main bar has been created to offer live
At The Doyen, the team completely transformed
entertainment and is also equipped with indoor,
the space into a 15,000sqft entertainment and
outdoor and drop-down screens to cater for
dining complex, while still maintaining the
sports fans.
existing red brick façade and many of the original
details of what was formerly the iconic King’s
AWARD
Head pub.
SPONSORED BY
The Lisburn Road venue now features a

Lowry Building & Civil Engineering Ltd
Head Office: The Old Bank, 7 John Street, Castlederg, BT81 7AW
Belfast Office: The Old Bank, 54 Boucher Road, Belfast, BT12 6QL www.lowrybuilding.co.uk
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LOCAL AUTHORITY/PUBLIC SECTOR
WINNER: LOWRY BUILDING & CIVIL ENGINEERING LTD

L

owry Building &
personnel onto the site
Civil Engineering
but, as ever, the leading
Ltd continued the
contractor took it in its
company’s winning streak
stride.
at the FMB Master Builder
Judges were impressed
Awards Northern Ireland
with the team for working
with another success – this
in a confined space where
time in the Local Authority/
health and safety was
Public Sector category.
paramount, taking care
Jayne
Lowry,
Lowry
Building
&
Civil
Engineering
Ltd
(left),
is
preThe team was recognised
to minimise disruption for
sented with the Local Authority/Public Sector Award by Sue Gray,
Permanent Secretary for Finance.
for the work carried out
both staff and patients. As
in a ‘live’ hospital. Lowry
no material delivery was
Building & Civil Engineering Ltd constructed
permitted through the live hospital, all materials
two highly specified, new build surgical theatres
were safely craned in overhead, using out-ofwithin an internal courtyard space of the existing
hours scheduling, to prioritise the needs of the
Altnagelvin Area Hospital building.
hospital and patients.
The new extension for the Western Health
and Social Care Trust was created in a former
“Judges were impressed with the team
courtyard area that was locked in on four sides
for working in a confined space where
by buildings. This presented the company with
the formidable challenge of getting materials and
health and safety was paramount.”
Lowry Building & Civil Engineering Ltd
Head Office: The Old Bank, 7 John Street, Castlederg, BT81 7AW
Belfast Office: The Old Bank, 54 Boucher Road, Belfast, BT12 6QL www.lowrybuilding.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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HERITAGE PROJECT
WINNER: MARLFIELD JOINERY & CONSTRUCTION LTD

A

renovation project
window shutters, replicated
by Marlfield Joinery
handrails and doors of
& Construction Ltd
original building. There was
to create a beautiful new
slight reconfiguration to
B&B was the winner of the
ensure the rooms were of
Heritage Project award at
a comfortable size but the
the FMB Northern Ireland
general layout was to remain
Awards. The accolade is
the same and use every
for the restoration of a
element of space available;
disused shop dating back
the project demonstrates a
Paul Collins, Marlfield Joinery and Construction (left) is presented with
the Heritage Project Award by Gary Hunter of sponsors, JP Corry.
to the 1800s. The property
really ingenious use of space.
in Donaghadee had been
Paul Collins, Marlfield Joinery
derelict for a number of years before the clients
and Construction, said, “It was a joy to work on such
viewed it and had the vision and determination to
a project to preserve history whilst merging it into
convert it into a boutique bed and breakfast.
a luxurious modern interior. I hope that it highlights
The property needed to be made structurally
to future guests the quality of craftsmanship that
sound and was then stripped back to its original
Northern Ireland has to offer whilst
fabric, requiring extensive refurbishment, including
staying at One Shore Street.”
structural propping, damp proofing and lime
rendering of existing stone walls. The overall finish
AWARD SPONSORED BY
comprised of traditional plaster coving, functioning

Marlfield Joinery and Construction Ltd, 8 Marlfield Road, Portaferry,
Newtownards, BT22 1PH. T: 028 4272 9727 - M: 07968 250374
E: info@marlfieldconstruction.com - www.marlfieldconstruction.com
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LARGE RENOVATION PROJECT
WINNER: MARLFIELD JOINERY & CONSTRUCTION LTD

P

ortaferry-based
home, while bringing the
building firm, Marlfield
property into the modern
Joinery & Construction
age in terms of style.
Ltd, has scooped two
Marlfield Joinery &
prestigious Master Builder
Construction Ltd was
Awards, taking the prize
selected by the judges to
for best Large Renovation
win the Northern Ireland
project and best Heritage
awards and the firm will
project in the FMB Northern
now go through to compete
Paul
Collins,
Marlfield
Joinery
and
Construction
(right)
is
presented
Ireland awards.
in the national finals for
with the Large Renovation Project Award by Kris Willis of sponsors,
Keystone.
Marlfield Joinery &
the chance to win the UK
Construction Ltd picked
category titles in London.
up the award for best Large Renovation for the
The success of Marlfield Joinery & Construction
company’s work on an extension to a large family
Ltd in these two categories provides the perfect
home in Belfast.
examples of the high standards that the company
The extension seamlessly merged the existing
consistently delivers for customers across all areas
late Victorian home with new living, dining and
within the construction industry.
kitchen areas.
The judges were impressed with Marlfield Joinery
AWARD
& Construction Ltd for creating an extension that
SPONSORED BY
maintains the original character of the existing

Marlfield Joinery and Construction Ltd, 8 Marlfield Road, Portaferry,
Newtownards, BT22 1PH. T: 028 4272 9727 - M: 07968 250374
E: info@marlfieldconstruction.com - www.marlfieldconstruction.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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SMALL RENOVATION PROJECT
WINNER: AMD HOMES

B

allymena-based
who specialise in self builds
building firm, AMD
offering unparalleled levels
Homes Ltd, won
of service to all of its clients.
the prize for best Small
The company offers services
Renovation project in the
to a wide range of clients FMB Northern Ireland
from residential customers
awards.
looking to improve their
AMD Homes Ltd was
homes to working for local
crowned winner for its work
authorities and commercial
Alec
McDonald,
AMD
Homes,
is
presented
with
the
Small
on a loft conversion for
sectors throughout
Renovation Project Award by Karen McAvoy of sponsors,
Northern Builder.
a family in need of more
Northern Ireland.
space. The company created
This is achieved through
a stunning 81sqm space in the loft of a bungalow,
the knowledge, skills and experience of an expert
consisting of a master bedroom with en suite
team, gathered over years of practice, that allows
bathroom, playroom, high-spec office space and a
AMD Homes to continuously seek improvements in
whole host of clever hidden storage solutions.
the services it offers.
Working closely with the client, the team
suggested the best way to maximise both space
and light, delivering a conversion that has wowed
AWARD SPONSORED BY
friends and family.
AMD Homes is a local building contractors firm

AMD Homes Ltd, 75 Carmagrim Road, Ahoghill, Ballymena, BT42 2PP
T: 07742 239674 - E: alex@amdservicesni.co.uk
www.amdhomesni.co.uk
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MEDIUM RENOVATION PROJECT
WINNER: ALSKEA

D

ungannon-based
statement that really
building firm, Alskea,
impressed the judges.
has scooped a
This success joins a growing
prestigious Master Builder
list of awards picked up
Award, taking the prize for
by Alskea in recent years.
best Medium Renovation
The company has been a
project in the FMB Northern
regularly winner at the FMB
Ireland awards.
Northern Ireland Awards,
Alskea was chosen as the
gaining accolades in the
winner for the refurbishment
Large Renovation, Heritage
Martin Brannigan, Alskea (left), is presented with the Medium
Renovation Project award by Eddie Weir from CIAT.
of a 1950s semi-detached
and Small Renovation
house in Stranmillis, where
categories in the past while
natural light now floods a formerly slightly gloomy
Alskea has also been highly successful at the NHBC
space. New rooflights, large windows and internal
Pride in the Job awards.
glazed screens create a bright, spacious interior in
The company offers a wide range of professional
which the structural elements are celebrated as part
building services across Ireland and the UK
of a contemporary iconic design.
provided by a highly-trained team of tradesmen.
An existing masonry wall was opened up to create
the new kitchen/dining area: instead of hiding the
“This joins a growing list of awards picked
load-carrying steel beams they were highlighted
in bold primary colours, making a positive design
up by Alskea in recent years.”
Alskea, 16 Crosscavanagh Road, Galbally, Dungannon, BT70 3BJ
T: 028 8776 9297 - E: info@alskea.com
www.alskeacontracts.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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KITCHEN PROJECT
WINNER: JOHN DYNES & SON LTD

N

ewtownardsa deep, concealed, walkbased building
in larder. This clever, yet
firm, John Dynes
still aesthetically pleasing,
& Son Ltd, won the prize
storage area was created to
for best Kitchen project in
maximise space and improve
the Federation of Master
functionality. Different
Builders’ (FMB) Northern
lighting at various levels
Ireland awards.
helps to provide easy access
John Dynes & Son was
to separate storage zones.
crowned the winner for the
John Dynes & Son will
Gavin (left) and John (right) Dynes are presented with the Kitchen
Project Award by Sarah McMonagle, FMB.
firm’s work on a stunning
be hoping to repeat the
family kitchen in Belfast.
company’s feats of 2017
The client’s property was in need of renovation and
when success in Northern Ireland was followed up
extension to cater for the ever-changing practical
at the National Finals in London with a win in the
needs of a growing family. It was important that the
New Home category, followed by the company
finished design and layout reflected all the family’s
being presented with the overall Master Builder of
lifestyle needs.
the Year title.
John Dynes & Son Ltd not only delivered a brandnew kitchen but also a temporary one for the
“The finished design and layout reflected
family to use while work was carried out. A major
all the family’s lifestyle needs.”
asset to the finished kitchen was the provision of

John Dynes & Son, 17 Ballygelagh Road, Kircubbin, Co. Down, BT22 1JQ
T: 028 9038 8382 - E: info@jdsbuilders.co.uk
www.jdsbuilders.co.uk
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HEAVENLY BUILDER
WINNER: ENERGYSTORE LTD

e

nergystore Ltd has
energystore Ltd joined the
been named the
build at a late stage and
most Heavenly
went beyond the call of duty
Builder in Northern Ireland.
to deliver a project on time
The Heavenly Builder
and within budget.
category is one in
Jim Stewart, Contracts
which the winner really
Manager, said, “We’re
epitomises what the
thrilled to accept the
awards are all about, as
Heavenly Builder award. As
it looks for evidence of
a company, it’s important to
Harris Cree (left) and Mark Brien, Energystore, are presented with the
Heavenly Builder Award by Sadie Phillips, FMB Insurance.
professionalism, courtesy
us to be involved in projects
and exceptional customer
like the Helping Hands
service. energystore Ltd was involved in a
Autism Centre to help support the communities
construction project to renovate a building to house
we live and work in. Our involvement in the project
an autism support charity. The judges were bowled
meant that funding that would have been used
over by the company, praising its community
on insulating the centre could go
awareness and exceptional service, setting aside
elsewhere to help the families that are
financial gain to help and support a worthwhile
supported by the centre.”
cause. Funded by a voluntary organisation that
had secured Government-backing, the project was
AWARD SPONSORED BY
in danger of failing due to financial constraints.

energystore Ltd, 42 Barnfield Road, Lisburn, BT28 3TQ
T: 028 9030 1500 - E: info@energystoreltd.com
www.energystoreltd.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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ROOF WINDOWS

WITH ITS FOCUS ON INNOVATION AND PERFORMANCE, THE POLAR RANGE OFFERS A
RANGE OF NEW OPTIONS…

AWARD-WINNING KEYLITE POLAR
raises the bar on performance

L

aunched into the Northern Ireland
market in 2017, Keylite Polar’s
award-winning innovative range of
bright white roof windows has brought
a wide range of benefits to the market,
both for the installers who fit the
windows and the end users who reap
the rewards of a bright white interior.
Winner of the Construction Product
of the Year at the Irish Construction
Industry Awards 2017 and
Construction News Innovation of the
Year 2018, Keylite Polar has made
an instant impact, demonstrating the
industry’s interest in easily installed
and efficient new solutions.
Polar’s PVC construction raises the
bar on the performance already set
by Keylite’s award-winning timber
windows. It establishes a new standard
in maintenance-free, energy efficient
roof windows, with options available
for every project.
The new range shares the same easy
installation and thermal benefits as
other Keylite roof windows, with its
unique flick-fit brackets, easy sash
feature and expanding thermal collar
included as standard. In addition, this
new range offers up to 11% more
daylight transmission and a restyled
exterior with less visible fixings, setting
new standards in design from Keylite.
Polar’s PVC frame provides benefits
not previously experienced with

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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timber, making it inherently moisture
resistant and maintenance free, even
when used in the most moisture
prone locations such as kitchens and
bathrooms.

INSTALLER
For the installer, these benefits extend
to a wipe clean surface, ideal for
removing grubby hand marks, plaster
and general grime associated with
building site conditions. The PVC
frame is also a more sturdy option
than its timber equivalent, making it
more immune to the odd knock during
installation.
In terms of thermal performance,

the benefits of Polar are obvious
here too. By combating thermal
bridging with its built-in thermal collar,
Polar is inherently more resistant to
condensation forming on its frame,
reducing risk of staining on the
surrounding surfaces. The innovative
design combines with the latest in
material technology and precision
manufacturing, giving U values as low
as 1.0 W/m2.k.
Kris Willis, Keylite’s National Sales
Manager, commented, “The majority
of developers across Northern Ireland
have long since converted to the
benefits of vertical PVC windows
and doors. However, until now, they
have not been offered a PVC based
roof window with these outstanding
features. With its focus on innovation
and performance, our Polar range is
bringing new options to builders and
installers who want to respond to
demand for brighter, whiter interiors
with long term performance in a way
which is hassle free for them.”
For more information, telephone 028
8675 8921, e-mail info@keylite.co.uk
or visit www.keyliteroofwindows.com
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COLIN CONNECT TRANSPORT HUB

PROJECT IN FOCUS

MAIN CONTRACTOR
TECHNICAL EXPERTISE AND QUALITY WORKMANSHIP FROM FORRME HAS
HELPED CREATE A SUPERIOR BUILDING IN COLIN…

A

key element of the
wider Belfast Rapid
Transit project, Colin
Connect Transport Hub is a
seriously impressive building. The
technical excellence achieved
by FORRME on the project
isn’t something you come
across every day and while the
complexities associated with the
build were certainly a challenge,
they weren’t enough to faze the
team at FORRME.
The completion of the Colin
Connect Transport Hub is the
first phase of the larger Colin
Town Centre Masterplan,
intended to create a dynamic
and sustainable centre for the
area. The project is the first of

its kind in Northern Ireland and
a worthy addition to FORRME’s
already impressive portfolio.
The Hub is now an integral part
of the community, providing
a service for the Belfast Rapid
Transit (BRT) system and helping
to transform Colin into a thriving
urban village.
The new £2.4million Transport
Hub in Colin comprises a
reinforced concrete structure,
internally clad in red board
marked concrete and externally
clad in Portugese granite.
FORRME was tasked with the
entire build package, from piling
and granite works to curtain
walling, surfacing, roofing
and the internal fit-out. Conor

Anderson, Contracts Manager
at FORRME said,“This was a
complex yet ultimately rewarding
project to work on. The shape
of the building presented a
significant challenge as it curves
and rises in various directions.
Using flat granite panels to
achieve a curved finish was
difficult, as was achieving the
exact finish internally. Normally
when you’re pouring concrete,
it’s never seen but we were
working on the finished walls
at the very beginning of the
job. Getting the exact effect
the client was looking for was
difficult but we achieved it.”
A complex, intricate brief
from the architects called for

“This was a complex yet ultimately
rewarding project to work on.”
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a collaborative approach
from FORRME and the rest
of the teams on the project.
The company worked closely
with the sub-contractors to
ensure a high quality finish was
achieved and to allow for the
successful completion of the
temporary works. “Temporary
works formed a large part of
this project. They were very
complex and required serious
collaboration on our part; some
of the beams we were pouring
were 250 tonnes. Obviously,
health and safety was a major
consideration and I’m happy
to say we had no incidents on
site.” To ensure the safety of all
workers on site, a paving laying
device, patented by a local
kerbing subcontractor, was used
to mechanically lay all paving
within the civic square, thus
minimising manual handling.
Although access wasn’t an

issue, the site is located on the
busy Stewartstown Road while
its proximity to a busy junction
was a further complexity for
the FORRME team. “The site’s
location was another challenge
that we needed to consider.
During the construction phase,
we were also working alongside
the client’s contractor who was
responsible for the road upgrade
works. Constant communication
and a desire on both sides
to deliver the best possible
job allowed all teams to work
together smoothly.”
Nothing about the Colin Town
Transport Hub build was simple.
“There were several challenging
aspects with this project. Apart
from the complex geometry
required by the building’s
curvature along with the complex
temporary works, there was a lot
of crane work required on site as
nothing was ‘liftable’. Even the

weather conditions presented a
challenge. On the one hand we
had cold weather which meant
we couldn’t pour concrete at
certain temperatures while on
the other hand, the hot spell
meant we couldn’t complete
the concrete roof. So we were
beaten in both directions!”
Despite the numerous
challenges, Colin Connect
Transport Hub was completed
on time, within budget and
to the highest standards of
workmanship.
Conor and the team at FORRME
are proud of the finished
product. “It was a lovely job
to work on and it’s great to
be associated with such a
prestigious project. The subcontractors must be commended
for the superb job they did.
The finish they achieved is
unbelievable and you really have
to see it to fully appreciate it.”

COLIN CONNECT TRANSPORT HUB

PROJECT IN FOCUS

FORRME, 7 Dungannon Road, Coalisland, Tyrone, BT71 4HP
T: 028 8774 6235 - E: info@forrme.co.uk
www.forrme.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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COLIN CONNECT TRANSPORT HUB

PROJECT IN FOCUS

MECHANICAL SERVICES

BUILDERS’ MERCHANT

Hanna Mechanical installed the mechanical services
including an underfloor heating system at the Colin
Connect Transport Hub, which runs via a Hitachi
ASHP (air sourced heat pump). The Hitachi system
also provides VRF comfort cooling and heating to
the offices in the facility. Fresh air ventilation and
extraction to the building is provided by a MVHR
unit (mechanical ventilation with heat recovery), also
installed by the company. Finally, a BMS controls
all the heating, cooling and building meters which
can be accessed from Translink
central HQ.
T: 028 908 17841
W: www.hannamechanical.com

JP Corry showcased the company’s ability to work
closely with suppliers and customers at the Colin
Town Transport Hub project.
“We worked closely with Kingspan and Resistant
Building Products to source and supply the
Styrozone and multi-pro and MP XS boards
specified for the project,” explained Owen Downie,
Sales Co-ordinator at JP Corry. “We also utilised
our own in-house civils team for the polyfelt
geotextiles before utilising our extensive stocks
to supply timber, plywood and other day-to-day
materials.
“We also worked closely with the main
contractor, Forrme Ltd, to co-ordinate
deliveries direct to site.”
T: 028 9024 3661 - www.jpcorry.com

EXTERNAL STONEWORK
TOP QUALITY WORKMANSHIP FROM CUNNINGHAM STONE…

W

ith over 40 years’
industry experience,
Cunningham Stone
was the natural choice when it
came to the external stonework
job that was required at the new
Colin Connect Transport Hub.
Although this was, for the most
part, a straightforward granite
cladding project, there were
a couple of tricky elements.
“The timeline was quite tight;
we were under pressure to
complete our portion of the
project to a strict deadline. The
stones took longer to fit than
we anticipated due to their
size. They were 215mm wide
so there’s actually very few
square metres you can build in
a day. We also fit all individually
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so it was a slow
process,” said
Alan Cunningham.
The Colin Connect
Transport Hub
is a modern,
aesthetically
pleasing curved
building which
also presented the
teams involved
in the build with a set of very
specific challenges. “That
curved element required a
lot of detail. It may not seem
like the building actually has
much detail but in terms of
soffits and other features,
there are quite a few. This was
a challenging yet rewarding
project for us to work on and

we’re delighted to have been
involved in such an important
project for Belfast.”

T: 028 9751 1414
E: info@cunninghamstone.com
www.cunninghamstone.com
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SCREWS

THE WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED COLLATED
SCREW SYSTEM JUST GOT EVEN BETTER!

Simpson Strong-Tie is
in the fast lane with
Quik Drive

S

impson Strong-Tie’s Quik Drive
significantly cuts installation time,
with screws for a huge range of
applications: from decking to drywall,
modular homes to mezzanine floors.
The ergonomic design eliminates
bending, stretching or crouching; the
system can operate for hours, and
so will you. The patented solid screw
strips avoid jamming and, unlike many
floppy collated screw strips, partially
used strips can be reused later – so it’s
cost effective too.
Country Manager, David Mooney,
explained, “The Quik Drive system
is really excelling and becoming the

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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collated screw tool
of choice within the
industry. Thanks to its
range of performancetested CE screws we’ve
received approvals
from TDCA, Fermacell,
SmartBoard and Trex.
“When demonstrating
on site it’s always
pleasing to see that moment when
Quik Drive’s efficiency is realised – it
definitely takes the work load out of
the job.”
The catalogue, available at
www.strongtie.co.uk, features the

full range of interchangeable collated
screws, including a NEW positive
placement tool for Simpson connectors.
For further information or to
arrange a test drive, e-mail
Ireland@strongtie.com
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BRICK AND STONE

SOURCED FROM OVER 10 CONTINENTS, STONEPAVE WENT THE EXTRA MILE ON THE
LOGISTICALLY CHALLENGING LUAS CROSS CITY PROJECT…

Transforming Dublin City

O

ne of the most complex and
significant projects to have
been undertaken in Ireland
for several years, the Luas Cross City
has completely transformed Dublin’s
transport system.
Running along 13 stops over 5.9km,
the linking up of the Luas Red and
Green Lines cost €4.5million to build
and was delivered on schedule.
With the largest granite supply contract
in the history of the Irish State specified
for the project, materials of the highest
grade were a necessity for the build.
The stone utilised on the project was
specified by Transport Infrastructure
Ireland (TII) and was chosen to satisfy
the requirements of the local heritage
encountered throughout the length of
the scheme. Materials were approved
over a six-month period to ensure the
stone blended in with the surrounding
environment.
Stonepave, a part of the outHaus
Group, provided the huge and varied
amount of stone that was required for
Luas Cross City. Over 2,000 containers
were shipped into outHaus over a
two-month period, a contract that
included 5,000sqm of Spanish Azul
Platino granite in a mix of paving
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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and carriageway setts. This particular
material was chosen for its similarity
to the existing Azul Platino which was
supplied through the same source
about 10 years previously. Praised
by TII as ‘a perfect match’, the new
granite blends seamlessly with the
existing material and proved an
excellent choice.
Stonepave sourced 20 stone types
from over 10 continents, from China
North and South, India, Portugal,
Spain, Finland and Ireland (Irish
Granite). The contract included 1,200
linear metres of Azul Platino kerbs,
9,000sqm of European 120mmdeep Mid Grey cropped carriageway
setts and Eagle Red and Rosa
Porihno granite pavings and tactiles.
Approximately 16,000sqm of 65mm
silver granite flags were also supplied
by Stonepave, along with 5,000 linear
metres of oversized roadside kerbs
and black granite tactile pavings, to
mention just a few.
As the project had very low storage
capabilities, orders were despatched
daily to ensure it stayed on track
with as many as 10 deliveries across
a multitude of stops taking place per
day. All materials were offloaded,

stored and distributed in as little as
one tonne consignments by Stonepave.
Installation of some Portuguese
carriageway setts was also undertaken
by the company. An extremely
logistically challenging project,
Stonepave proved why it’s the go-to
provider of hard landscaping solutions
to local authority, commercial and
domestic markets across the globe.

For more information on the stone
used on this project, contact
distributor Stonepave on
(0) 1455 2222 88,
e-mail enquiries@stonepave.co.uk
or visit www.stonepave.co.uk.

PROJECT TEAM...
Developer:
Transport Infrastructure Ireland
Architect: O’Connor Sutton Cronin
Landscape Architects:
Brady Shipman Martin.
Contractor: Sisk Steconfer JV (SSJV)
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TIMBER

MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER - HALDANE FISHER

HALDANE FISHER BUILT ITS NAME AND REPUTATION WITHIN THE TIMBER SECTOR AND
THAT PASSION IS STILL CLEARLY EVIDENT...

A passion for timber quality

W

hen you speak to the
extensive timber team at
Haldane Fisher, quality is the
common denominator.
There’s a clear passion for timber right
across the whole team and that is
reflected in the quality and consistency
of an impressive product range,
including bespoke solutions.
In additon to the quality of the timber
range, customers – who range from
DIYers and self-builders through to
major construction companies – can
also be assured of an effective service.
A range of third party accreditations
reflect this commitment and that is also
emphasised by an experienced team.
Pat Hollywood, Roof Truss Manager,
explained, “The pedigree of Haldane
Fisher is what sets us apart. We have
over 35 years’ experience in the
business and we’re grown to become
one of the biggest timber companies
in Northern Ireland and the Republic
of Ireland. We constantly work hard to
improve our products and our service.

The quality of our product range is first
class and meets the latest CE standards
and that is backed up by a professional
service. For example, our range of roof
trusses, Posi-Joists and I-Joists are all
designed for each individual project
so we can guarantee the quality and
standards of the products.”
Grahame Kirk, Order Processing
Manager, is equally focused on the
quality of the company’s offering.
“We pride ourselves on quality,” he
said. “We have a highly experienced
team who understand the demands
and challenges our customers face.
For us, it is about giving the customer
peace of mind and we have achieved
this by building up strong relationships
and being proactive.”
John Hogg, Customer Service
Coordinator, feels having the latest
technology on site has also been an
important aspect of the company’s
success.
“We have two state-of-the-art
treatment tanks at our head office

in Newry and this allows us to have
complete control over the quality
standards,” he said. “Having those
capabilities on site makes a major
difference as we can plan in big jobs
and meet tight turnaround targets, if
required.”
In the specialist door reprocessing
division, the emphasis on quality is
essential.
“Fire doors are an integral part of a
building’s fire defences and it is an
issue that has been more in the public
eye recently,” explained Martin Rice,
Door Plant Estimator. “Traceability is
at the heart of everything that we do
as this is crucial to this service. We are
independently audited on our office and
factory procedures and have to receive
Third Party accreditation.
“Our experienced team work hard to
raise awareness about the importance
of fire doors as a potentially life-saving
device and thanks to that expertise,
architects, specifiers and contractors
turn to us for advice and guidance.”

“The pedigree of Haldane Fisher
is what sets us apart.”
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TIMBER

MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER - HALDANE FISHER

Product range
As timber specialists, Haldane Fisher
offers an extensive range of solutions
including:

ROOF TRUSSES
This range offers considerable
advantages to loose timber or standard
truss construction. By eliminating the
need for purlin walls and steel beams,
they can be erected quickly, offering
cost savings and ensuring a building
can be weather tight in a shorter space
of time.

POSI-JOIST
This open web flooring system
provides easy access for the design
and installation of plumbing, heating
and electrical services. A lightweight,
strong and stable system, Posi-Joists
are easy to install, providing a costeffective solution in terms of labour,
time, materials and call backs.

I-JOISTS
A practical and cost-effective
alternative to a concrete floor, I-Joists
provide a superior strength-to-weight
ratio that enable longer and lighter
structural distances.

MACHINED TIMBER
The company’s specialist sawmills use
the latest techniques and technology on
both softwood and hardwood to provide
machined timber solutions including
skirting, architraves and doors.

TIMBER TREATMENT
This service is offered either through
the Vascol Aqua or Tanalith E systems
at Haldane Fisher. The state-of-the-art
technology at the company’s sawmills is
used within tightly controlled conditions
in a double vacuum, low pressure plant
in Newry. Vascol Aqua treatment is
suitable for material that will be used
above the DPC level and/ or above
ground contact. Tanalith E is a green
preservative treatment and is used for
material below the DPC level and/or
ground contact.

DOOR REPROCESSING
Haldane Fisher is one of the few
builders’ merchants to provide a
door reprocessing service, supplying
commercial fire doors, including
complete door sets, to the construction
sector. The service includes certified
cutting and glazing of apertures in

doors; complete certified door sets with
specified ironmongery fitted for simple
and quick installation. All products are
fully traceable and fully certified.

CONSTRUCTION TIMBER
The extensive stock of construction
timber incorporates all the dimensions
and lengths required for modern-day
building.

PANEL PRODUCTS
Haldane Fisher’s panel product portfolio
includes chipboard, OSB, MDF and
a wide range of Custody Certified
plywood for any application. Haldane
Fisher also distributes Egger Protect - a
chipboard panel faced with resin-coated
paper which, when combined with
Haldane Fisher’s I-Joists and Posi-Joists,
give a comprehensive CoC certified
and low-carbon flooring solution that is
protected from the elements for up to
42 days during construction.

FLOORING
A variety of floor coverings is available
in solid, engineered and laminates in
a range of thicknesses and finishes
suitable for domestic and industrial.

Haldane Fisher, Shepherd’s Way, Carnbane, Newry, Co Down, BT35 6QQ.
T: 028 3026 3201 - www.haldane-fisher.com
• NEWRY • BANGOR • PORTADOWN • LISBURN • BELFAST • COLERAINE • LARNE • BALLYMENA • ENNISKILLEN
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TIMBER

SUPPLIER - KILBRONEY TIMBER FRAME

A complete package from
Kilbroney Timber Frame

W

ith over 30 years’
experience in the
Construction sector,
Kilbroney Timber Frame can
provide a complete service from
design through to installation.
The major advantages of
timber frame construction are
its speed of erection, excellent
thermal efficiency, sound
performance and, of course, its
considerable advantages over
traditional building methods
where environmental issues are
concerned.
Either choose from Kilbroney’s
own comprehensive range of
house styles from the company’s
portfolio, or alternatively, the
Kilbroney Timber Frame team is

happy to manufacture and supply
a kit to your own architectural
design. For example, with the
bungalow pictured (top right)
you can have the timber frame kit
supplied and erected, with all the
insulation and the plasterboard,
and the windows and external
doors supplied and fitted for
under £35,000!
Whether you are an architect,
contractor or are embarking on
a self-build project, Kilbroney
Timber Frame can offer the right
solution for your needs.
For more information on
Kilbroney Timber Frame,
telephone 028 4173 9077
or e-mail
info@kilbroneytimberframe.com

“Kilbroney Timber Frame can
provide a complete service from
design through to installation.”

design, plan, build
Kilbroney Timberframe Ltd, Valley Business Park, 48 Newtown Road, Rostrevor, Co. Down, BT34 3BZ.
T: 028 4173 9077 - E: info@kilbroneytimberframe.com
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NEWS

THE MAN BEHIND THE INNOVATIVE SOLAR SMART BENCH UP FOR ACCOLADE...

ESF’s Alan Lowry shortlisted in prestigious IoD Awards

M

anaging Director of
Environmental Street
Furniture (ESF), Alan Lowry,
has been shortlisted as a finalist in two
categories at this year’s Institute of
Directors, Director of the Year Awards
for Northern Ireland.
The man behind the innovative Stellar
Solar Smart Bench who has a wealth
of knowledge in the export market,
having exported to 22 countries in
2018, has been shortlisted in both the
Innovation and International categories.
Speaking about making this year’s
shortlist, Alan, said, “I am delighted
to be shortlisted in this year’s Director
of the Year Awards. Throughout my
career, I have strived to grow ESF and
be as innovative as possible across our
three distinct product areas of street,
themed and solar-powered furniture,
as well as expanding the company into

new markets.
Alan Lowry, Managing
Director of Environmental
As a result,
Street Furniture (ESF) has
we have had
been shortlisted in two
categories at this year’s
the privilege
prestigious IoD, Director of
the Year Awards.
of working
with some of
the world’s
largest theme
parks and
government
organisations,
in addition
to supplying
products to
a number of
global events.
The prestigious
‘Director of the Year’ awards recognise
those who have shown excellence in
leadership in the private, public and
third sectors. Winners from 11 regions
will accumulate at the National Awards

ceremony, which takes place on 18th
October in London.
For more information, telephone
0845 606 6095 or visit
www.worldofesf.com

• Commercial Photography
• Competitive Prices
• Aerial Photography Available

m: 078411 93866
e: gordon@kmpltd.co.uk
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SAINTFIELD COMMUNITY CENTRE

PROJECT IN FOCUS

MAIN CONTRACTOR
GANSON TRANSFORMS TWO VACANT WAREHOUSES INTO ENERGYEFFICIENT FACILITIES FOR THE SAINTFIELD COMMUNITY…

G

anson has helped turn a
long-term dream into a
reality for the people of
Saintfield with the development
of an impressive new community
centre.
In a project driven forward
by Saintfield Development
Association and funded by
Newry, Mourne and Down
Council, Rural Development
Programme and Peace IV, two
vacant warehouses have now
been converted into effective
facilities for use by the local
community.
The introduction of the longawaited facilities has been further
enhanced by the fact that the

new centre incorporates leading
energy-efficiency features that
will make it cheaper to run in the
long term.
The two former warehouses have
been transformed by Ganson,
with the building designed
and constructed to create a
new indoor sports facility and
community centre on existing
council-owned premises at
Belfast Road, Saintfield.
This includes a new 3G sports
pitch which can be used for
a range of sports along with
associated shower and changing
rooms. The second warehouse
has now been converted to
include new facilities such as

meeting rooms, a studio, a
small kitchen and a welcoming
entrance area.
To create these areas, Ganson
had to carry out the demolition
of existing internal and external
walls, construct new internal
partitions, new windows and
doors, and carry out works to
convert these industrial buildings
for community and leisure
use. In line with the modern
requirements of the building,
new IT infrastructure has also
been installed.
Externally, works involved new
line marking to the Belfast Road
to provide a right turning lane,
the upgrade of the existing road

“It is great to be involved in a project that means
so much to the local community.”
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access onto the site, provision
of additional car parking,
landscaping, fencing, gates and
foul and storm drainage works.
Cathal McClelland, Site Manager
for Ganson UK on this project,
said, “It is great to be involved
in a project that means so
much to the local community.
It is a forward-thinking facility,
particularly in terms of the
energy efficiency, which means
it will include reduced running
costs for users.”
The energy-efficient aspects of
the project include an innovative
full floor underfloor heating
solution, air-source heat pumps,
PV solar panels and low-energy
lighting. This was complemented
by high levels of insulation in
the building fabric to make the
facilities as energy efficient as
possible.
Just as the new Saintfield

Community Centre is clearly
forward-thinking, the project
also fits in neatly with Ganson’s
forward-thinking philosophy.
In recent years, Ganson has
earned a reputation for high
quality education projects,
highlighted by the work on St
Bronagh’s Primary School in
Rostrevor which was named as
Northern Ireland’s Building of the
Year and winner of the prestigious
Liam McCormick Prize at the

RSUA Design Awards 2018.
But, as Saintfield Community
Centre and a host of other
projects prove, Ganson is
capable of delivering high quality
buildings that meet the specific
requirements of the client.
Ganson offers a full range of
construction services including
management contracting,
design and build partnerships in
addition to traditional building
arrangements.

SAINTFIELD COMMUNITY CENTRE

PROJECT IN FOCUS

PROJECT TEAM...
Client: Newry Mourne and Down District Council
Main Contractor: Ganson
Architect: RPP Architects
Project Manager: Conor Mallon CEng, MIEI Assistant Director of
Estates and Project Management
ME Consultants: Ian Crothers, and Andrew Campbell of Troup and
Bywater’s and Anders
Mechanical Contractor: MJ Plumbing Contracts
Electrical Contractor: JD McGeown Ltd

Ganson UK Ltd, Clarmont Avenue, Castlewellan,
Co Down, BT31 9BX. T: 028 4377 1022 – E: info@gansonuk.co.uk
www.gansonuk.co.uk
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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SAINTFIELD COMMUNITY CENTRE

PROJECT IN FOCUS

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
THE PARTNERSHIP APPROACH FROM JD MCGEOWN ENSURES THAT THE
ENERGY-EFFICIENT CREDENTIALS OF THIS PROJECT ARE MET…

T

he relationship between JD
McGeown Ltd and Ganson
Construction proved the
perfect partnership at the new
Saintfield Community Centre.
The two highly experienced
companies teamed up for this
project to create state-of-the-art
facilities for the local community.
With energy efficiency high on the
agenda, JD McGeown Ltd worked
closely with the main contractor
to deliver an all-encompassing
electrical solution.
As part of the NEC3 Engineering
and Construction Short
Contract, this work incorporated
meeting the necessary power
infrastructure; internal and
external lighting; PV solar array;
and fire and security requirements.

David Geddis, Senior Projects
Manager at JD McGeown Ltd,
explained, “We’re delighted to
have teamed up with Ganson
on this successful project. We
didn’t face any specific challenges
and the project ran smoothly,
mostly due to the successful
co-ordination between the two
companies.”
He added, “Energy efficiency was
important for the client, so we
delivered a low-energy solution
that incorporated lighting controls
while we were also closely
involved with the installation of
the PV solar array.”
With experience of projects
across the commercial, residential,
Public Sector, healthcare,
hospitality, sports, leisure,

heritage and arts, education and
industrial sectors, JD McGeown
has a wealth of knowledge.
This is combined with a
partnership approach that has led
to high levels of repeat business
for JD McGeown Ltd over the
company’s 55 years in business.
During that time, JD McGeown
Ltd has grown steadily thanks
to an ongoing commitment to
investment in new staff and the
latest technology and techniques,
including the use of Building
Informational Modelling (BIM).
This is reflected in a series
of accreditations held by JD
McGeown Ltd, including ISO
9001, 14001 and 18001 in
quality, environment and H&S
respectively.

HEAD OFFICE: Windsor Business Park, 16/18 Lower Windsor Avenue, Belfast BT9 7DW
T: 028 9068 1176. LONDONDERRY OFFICE: Unit 8, Lynwood Business Centre, Campsie
Industrial Estate, Londonderry BT47 3XX T: 028 7181 2185. DUBLIN OFFICE: MMUH Hostel
Building, Eccles Street, Dublin 7 T: 00353(0)1691 7431. E: info@jdmcg.co.uk - www.jdmcg.co.uk
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PROJECT IN FOCUS

THERMAL LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE PROVIDES THE PERFECT BASE ON
WHICH TO ADD THE EFFICIENT UNDERFLOOR HEATING SYSTEMS ON TO…

e

nergystore’s TLA (Thermal
Lightweight Aggregate)
provided the perfect
foundation for the ultra-efficient
underfloor heating systems at
Saintfield Community Centre.
For an underfloor heating system
to provide optimum comfort
it needs to be installed on a
consistent, level and stable
structure, and, at Saintfield
Community Centre, the
combination of energystore’s TLA
and Giacomini’s Spider underfloor
heating system provided a
seamless solution for a quick,
accurate and efficient installation.
This clever combination has been
shaped by extensive experience of
the construction industry to deliver
a wide range of benefits, including
a quick and simple installation
process; greater overall floor
structural integrity; and a reduced
risk of floors cracking.
Connor McCandless, Director,
energystore Ltd, explained,
“Our TLA is a unique, pumpable
insulation that evenly disperses
EPS beads within a cement and
water mixture. This significantly
reduces the weight of the screed
and provides exceptional thermal
and acoustic insulation levels.”
Used as a modern replacement
for traditional EPS/PIR insulation,
energystore TLA is designed to
eliminate inconsistencies in the
floor build-up, which can lead to a
reduction in thermal performance.
Compared to insulation boards,
energystore TLA removes the
labour-intensive work required
to cut, fit, join and seal each
individual board.

Jim Laird, Business Development
Manager, added, “This reduces
on-site wastage and offcuts
and, with different floor levels
to contend with at Saintfield, it
meant for a more straightforward
solution.
“This meant that Ganson saved
around 10 days in installation
time and didn’t have the added
expense of disposing of waste.
As the perfect solid thermal slab
on which to put an underfloor
heating system, TLA avoids the
traditional problems of the UFH
mats piercing the board which,
in turn, makes for an inefficient
underfloor heating system.
Instead, it provides the perfect

SAINTFIELD COMMUNITY CENTRE

THERMAL LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE

foundation to create a thermal
seal that forces the heat up
through the floor instead of being
lost going downwards.”
The reduced floor mass also
makes the underfloor heating
system more economical to heat,
which improves the system’s
overall efficiencies.
“The main advantage of this
joined-up system is speed,”
said Gerard McClellan, Director,
Ganson. “It is less labour
intensive but it also gives us
the opportunity to have other
trades on site at the same time.
The thinner screed means less
drying out time and less risk of
cracking.”

energystore, 42 Barnfield Road Lisburn, BT28 3TQ
T: 0044 (0)2890 301500 - E: info@energystoreltd.com
www.energystoreltd.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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SAINTFIELD COMMUNITY CENTRE

PROJECT IN FOCUS

CUBICAL RAILS AND CURTAIN

CAVITY WALL INSULATION

Bedwin Soft Furnishing
Ltd surveyed, supplied
and fitted Mova Track
cubical rails with shower
curtains in all the
wetrooms and changing
rooms at the new
Saintfield Community
Centre.
The Mova system of
maintenance-free
privacy track systems
provides enhanced
personal welfare for projects in the commercial,
healthcare and public sector and met the needs
of Saintfield Community Centre perfectly. This is
just one part of the range on offer from Bedwin
Soft Furnishings for the residential and commercial
sectors that includes curtains, blinds and bedding,
among other items.

Belfast Insulation Company Ltd installed the cavity
wall insulation at the new Saintfield Community
Centre. Energy efficiency was essential for this
project and this high grade bonded bead insulation
will keep the cost of heating the centre to a
minimum. The insulation is blown into the cavity
wall so it is suitable to be used for retro-fitting
houses as well as new buildings.

T: 028 9042 4411
www.belfastinsulation.com

T: 028 4176 3284
www.bedwinsoftfurnishing.com

MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR
MJ PLUMBING CONTRACTS MEETS THE ENERGYEFFICIENT EXPECTATIONS FOR THIS PROJECT…

W

ith energy efficiency
at the top of the
agenda at the new
Saintfield Community Centre, MJ
Plumbing Contracts adopted a
collaborative approach to meet
these demands.
The leading mechanical
contractor works across Northern
Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland to deliver solutions
for both the commercial and
private sectors and, at Saintfield
Community Centre, this industry
experience paid dividends.
Two air-source heat pumps are
at the heart of the low-energy
heating and hot water system.
These units have been combined
with a unique underfloor heating
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system, heat recovery units and a
solar PV array to ensure running
costs for the facilities are kept to
an absolute minimum.
“In terms of the funding for this
project and also looking ahead to
the future, ensuring the building
was as energy efficient as possible
was essential,” explained Martin
Johnston, Director, MJ Plumbing
Contracts. “We worked closely
with the client, the consultant and
the main contractor to find the
best possible solutions.”
The unique underfloor heating
system at Saintfield has impressed
Martin so much that MJ Plumbing
Contracts is now offering it to
customers as a complete flooring
system.

MJ Plumbing Contracts
T: 078 0809 9239
E: martin.johnston.217@btinternet.com
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FENCING SOLUTIONS

PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY FENCING SOLUTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION,
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS…

No barrier to success with The Fencing People

T

here is no barrier to the fencing
solutions on offer from The
Fencing People.
With over 35 years of expertise, the
company works closely with contractors
to provide both temporary and
permanent solutions to meet specific
requirements.
The Fencing People has worked
across the UK and Ireland to supply
and fit fencing systems suitable for
sports, schools, high security, data
centres, utilities, temporary, farm and
residential projects.
Fencing is a clear deterrent and,
with site security a high priority, The
Fencing People offer systems that
meet the highest of standards including
secure by design SR1 and SR2
compliant fencing.
One of these solutions is the new

Fence Safe welded
mesh fence, which
offers higher levels
of security while
remaining cost
effective – not least
due to the reusable
nature of the system.
Bespoke options can
also include screens
that can be printed
with your company
logo or marketing on
the new site.
Combining health and safety
requirements with strong aesthetics is
also the focus of the permanent range
of fencing solutions on offer. With
various styles, colours and tailored
options available, The Fencing People
can meet a variety of requirements.

Regardless of what product you select,
you can be assured that the highest
standards are guaranteed with The
Fencing People.
For more information, telephone
028 2565 1283 or 07840 051243, or
visit www.fencingpeople.com

The Fencing People
Oakfield Demense
Raphoe
Co. Donegal.
T: (ROI) 00353 74 9145386
T: (NI) 028 25651283
M: 07840 051243
www.fencingpeople.com

SUPPLIERS AND INSTALLERS OF PERIMETER FENCING
SYSTEMS SUITABLE FOR - SCHOOLS, SPORTS, RETAIL,
HOSPITALS, CAR PARKS, DATA CENTRES, UTILITIES, FARMS,
RESIDENTIAL AND HIGH SECURITY.

www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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RICS AWARDS 2019

A RECORD 36 PROJECTS WILL VIE FOR AWARDS IN EIGHT CATEGORIES AND THE CHANCE
TO BE NAMED NORTHERN IRELAND PROJECT OF THE YEAR…

RICS announces award shortlist
for Northern Ireland

R

ICS (Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors) has announced the
shortlist for this year’s RICS
Awards 2019, Northern Ireland, which
includes some of the most loved local
built environment projects.
A record 36 of Northern Ireland’s most
innovative and community beneficial
property projects have been shortlisted
across eight categories, with the winner
in each having the chance to be named
Northern Ireland Project of the Year.
Last year saw The Tropical Ravine
at Botanic Gardens, Belfast, win the
esteemed title for restoring and
transforming the Victorian building into
a popular tourist attraction.
Michael Hannaway, Chair of the RICS
Awards 2019, Northern Ireland judging
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panel, said, “What’s great about the
RICS Awards is that they celebrate and
recognise the community impact that
these shortlisted property projects are
having on their local communities, as
well as the talent and collaboration of
the teams behind them.
“Some of these shortlisted projects
have helped to attract more visitors
and inward investment, whilst others
have provided much needed housing
or vital services and infrastructure to
their communities. The teams behind
them should be extremely proud, as
many were delivered on time and
within budget, and with sustainability
at the heart, to ensure they are as
energy efficient and environmentally
friendly as possible.”

All Northern Ireland winners go on
to compete against other regional
winners at the national RICS Awards
Grand Final for the chance to be
crowned the overall UK winner in their
respective category.
The RICS Awards 2019, Northern
Ireland, will be held on Thursday, May
30 at Crowne Plaza Hotel, Belfast.
Tickets for the ceremony and black
tie dinner can be booked online at
www.rics.org/niawards

“Some of these shortlisted
projects have helped to
attract more visitors and
inward investment.”
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RICS AWARDS 2019

Shortlist....
BUILDING CONSERVATION
• McArthur Hall, Methodist College,
Belfast
• Mew Island Lighthouse Optic, Belfast
• Richill Townscape Heritage Initiative,
Co Armagh
• The Church of the Holy and
Undivided Trinity, Magheralin
• The Mourne Wall Restoration Project
• The Station Master’s House, Maghera
• HMS Caroline, Alexandra Dock &
Thompson Dock Pump House, Belfast
COMMERCIAL
• Artola House, Belfast
• Charles Hurst Jaguar/Land Rover,
Belfast
• Lidl, Magherafelt
• River House, Belfast
• The Shed, Maghaberry
• Milewater Road Service Centre,
Belfast
COMMUNITY BENEFIT
• Omagh Integrated Primary & Nursery
School
• Raidió Fáilte/Líonra Uladh, Belfast
• Spórtlann na hÉireann, Coláiste
Feirste, Belfast
• Windsor-Olympia Sports Hub, Belfast
DESIGN THROUGH INNOVATION
• DAERA offices, Ballykelly
• Stranmillis Evangelical Presbyterian
Church, Belfast
• Lisburn City Centre Public Realm
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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INFRASTRUCTURE
• Corriewood Private Clinic,
Castlewellan
• Rathview Mental Healthcare Facility,
Omagh
• The Blossom Children & Young
People’s Centre, Craigavon
• The Croft, Abbotts Road,
Newtownabbey
• Milewater Road Service Centre, Belfast
REGENERATION
• Asia Supermarket, Belfast
• Seaview Hall, Glenarm
• Lisburn City Centre Public Realm
• Let’s Go Hydro, Carryduff
• Northland Road, Derry
RESIDENTIAL
• Carnlough House, Carnlough
• Cullingtree Meadows, Belfast
• Laurel Hill Gardens, Coleraine
• The Front, Holywood
• Northland Road, Derry
TOURISM & LEISURE
• HMS Caroline, Alexandra Dock &
Thompson Dock Pump House, Belfast
• Windsor-Olympia Sports Hub, Belfast
• Let’s Go Hydro, Carryduff
• Enniskillen Castle Museum & Visitors
Centre, Enniskillen
• Galgorm Halodome, Ballymena
• Grand Central Hotel, Belfast
• The Courtyards at Montalto,
Ballynahinch
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COLERAINE LIBRARY REFURBISHMENT AND EXTENSION

PROJECT IN FOCUS

MAIN CONTRACTOR
COMBINING THE PAST WITH THE PRESENT, CONNOLLY & FEE COMPLETES A
SYMPATHETIC REFURBISHMENT AND EXTENSION AT COLERAINE LIBRARY…

A

s fitting for a project of
this nature, Connolly
& Fee has quietly
completed work at Coleraine
Library – transforming this
distinguished building into a
modern, fit-for-purpose facility.
Described as ‘one of the most
interesting libraries in Northern
Ireland’ the challenge for
Connolly & Fee was to add a
new three-storey extension
while still maintaining the
distinctive look of the classic,
late 1960’s design.
The works for this fantastic
£2.3m Develop & Construct
scheme comprised restoration
of the existing Grade B1 Listed

library building, together with
construction of a new 3-storey
extension. The existing building
was meticulously restored to
enhance functionality without
compromising authenticity while
the aesthetically complementary
extension was built to facilitate
extended services and optimise
the library experience.
Connolly & Fee not only had to
work within a restricted site at
the junction of Circular Road
and Queen Street in the busy
Coleraine town centre but
the team also had the added
challenge of working on a
building that local people know
and love.

“This was a fantastic project
to be involved in,” explained
Shane Connolly, Contracts
Manager, Connolly & Fee. “It
is clear that the library building
means a lot to local people,
so we’re delighted with the
positive feedback that has been
received.”
The project saw the delivery of
some cutting-edge technologies
and systems, including the first
installation of Sto-Rainscreen
Cladding in Ireland.
The refurbishment work lasted
almost two years but it was
worth the wait. When it closed,
the library had a leaking roof
and windows, deteriorating

“The final finish is indicative of the attention to detail
that Connolly & Fee consistently delivers.”
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walls and an antique heating
system which meant the
building was no longer fit for
purpose.
Now, with funding from the
Department of Communities,
the refurbished and extended
library is an attractive, fit-forpurpose community hub that is
accessible to everyone.
The new entrance lobby
includes a passenger lift to all
floors while new, accessible
toilet facilities have ensured the
building is fully compliant with
DDA requirements.
The new three-storey extension
has added improved facilities,
including a multi-use meeting
room and group space,
exhibition space, an improved
study area and a dedicated
quiet heritage collection
room with microfilm readers
and printers to maximise the

library’s heritage resources.
building will also benefit
A welcoming atmosphere
from improved insulation,
encourages users to stay and
replacement roof covering,
enjoy the library, encompassed
thermally efficient windows,
by a reimagined ‘Family Space’
energy-efficient lighting,
and a ‘Living Room’ feel in the
reconfiguration of the internal
entrance floor.
layout and new decoration,
While the overall look and
fixtures and fittings throughout.
usability of the project was
The final finish is indicative of the
central to the work carried out
attention to detail that Connolly
by Connolly & Fee, the team
& Fee consistently delivers.
also placed an emphasis on
The company was established
energy efficiency.
over 40 years ago and has
Designed and constructed to
completed a variety of projects,
achieve BREEAM Very Good
ranging from social housing,
certification, this included
built heritage restoration and
replacing the antiquated
community spaces.
plumbing
and heating
system with a
Client: Libraries Northern Ireland
modern heating,
Main Contractor: Connolly & Fee
ventilation and
Architect: Hamilton Architects
Building Energy
Electrical Contractor: AM Electrical
Management
Mechanical Contractor: North West Mechanical
system. The

COLERAINE LIBRARY REFURBISHMENT AND EXTENSION

PROJECT IN FOCUS

PROJECT TEAM...

Connolly & Fee, 15a Creenagh Bridge Road, Dungannon, BT71 6EY
T: 028 8774 0515 - E: info@connolly-fee.com
www.connolly-fee.com
www.northernbuilder.co.uk
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COLERAINE LIBRARY REFURBISHMENT AND EXTENSION

PROJECT IN FOCUS

MECHANICAL CONTRACTOR

FLOORING

North West Mechanical Services was happy
to work with Connolly & Fee to complete the
mechanical installation works at Coleraine Library.
The project contains a variety of mechanical
facilities ranging from gas, mains water, heating and
ventilation. This was a project with a wide range
of challenges throughout. North West Mechanical
Services had a great team of engineers and subcontractors to meet the timeline set out for the
project and the company is proud of how smoothly
the construction process went and the high
standards achieved.

KB Flooring
Contractors
Limited delivered
a full flooring
package at
Coleraine Library.
The specialist team
started with the
screed latex floors
throughout the
existing building
and had to level
and smooth out a
number of sections
that were in a bad
state of disrepair.
KB Flooring
Contractors also supplied and fitted carpet tiles by
Milliken, rubber flooring by Nora, and vinyl flooring
by Gerflor.

T: 02817279008 - www.nwms.org

T: 07915396049
E: kbflooring1978@aol.com

PAINTING AND DECORATING
HB DECORATORS ADD THE FINISHING TOUCHES TO THE REFURBISHMENT
AND EXTENSION AT COLERAINE LIBRARY…

I

t was a case of local pride for
HB Decorators (NI) Ltd as the
expert team carried out all the
internal and external painting at
Coleraine Library.
The Coleraine-based company
worked with Connolly & Fee for
the first time and HB Decorators
is keen to build on this success,
as Director, Jason Holmes,
explained.
“It was great to be working
on such a fantastic project in
Coleraine,” he said. “We’re well
positioned to carry out projects
such as this along the North
Coast and to build relationships
with leading contractors such as
Connolly & Fee.”
HB Decorators (NI) Ltd already
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has a contract with Road
Service NI to carry out
painting and maintenance
to lighting columns across
Northern Ireland while
the company also works
closely with estate agent,
Armstrong & Gordon,
as part of their ongoing
property management.
Jason has worked in the painting
and decorating sector for over 25
years and formed HB Decorators
(NI) in 2003 before making it a
limited company in 2007.
“We take pride a lot of pride
in our work and in offering the
highest standards. We’ve a lot
of experience on a variety of
different jobs, including internal

and external work, and are happy
to meet potential customers to
see what we can do for them.”

T: 07818 031221
E: jason.louise194@btinternet.com
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ARE YOU
RECRUITING?

www.northernbuilder.co.uk/jobs

JOBS

Take advantage of our job section online,

specifically targeted at people within the construction industry!
ONLY £75+ VAT for 4 Weeks

on the Northern Builder website and across social media
Contact Sarah NI: 028 9261 2990 - RoI: 01696 8319
or sarah@kmpltd.co.uk for more info

CIVILS

TAILORED SOLUTIONS THAT UTILISE THE WREKIN RANGE OF ACCESS COVERS, GULLY
GRATES AND GEOSYNTHETICS...

Engineered civil solutions from MacBlair

T

he partnership approach
between MacBlair and Wrekin
Products is benefiting a wide
range of contractors.
As one of the UK’s leading suppliers
of ductile iron access covers and gully
grates, customers can avail of 30 years
of technical expertise and leadership at
Wrekin that have allowed the company
to develop a range of unique,
innovative and patented products
that give the specifier and contractor
significant benefits. This is enhanced
by the local knowledge of the team at
MacBlair Civils.
“It’s not just about offering a high
quality range of intelligent products
for civil engineering,” explained James
Beirne, Technical Sales Executive
at MacBlair Civils, “but also about
offering our customers a value
engineering solution.
“This can include offering advice
and guidance on how the Wrekin

Products range can meet the needs of
specific project through to our team
being involved in the design process.
As we’re looking at every project
individually, we are able to find a
tailored solution to meet very specific
requirements.”
Wrekin is a leading UK designer,
manufacturer and supplier of specialist
products for the civil engineering
industry, and the company’s complete
product range is available from
MacBlair Civils. The range includes:

ACCESS COVERS
Access covers can be safety critical. In
certain circumstances, failure or misuse
could lead to injury or loss of life. With
this in mind, Wrekin has developed
products that incorporate features
that help eliminate these failure
mechanisms, thus minimising safety
issues and optimising installed life cost.
The range includes pressed steel for
domestic use, fabricated products for
commercial and industrial use right
the way through to highly specialised
bespoke access systems for utilities.

GULLY GRATES
A comprehensive range of gully grates
spans from the innovative Multigrate,
designed for fast and cost-effective
replacement of stolen grates, to fully
featured grates that prevent theft in
the first place. Double and singlewww.northernbuilder.co.uk
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hinged designs of various loadings are
available as well as a range suitable for
cycle paths and shopping centres.

GEOSYNTHETICS
Wrekin is one of the UK’s premier
suppliers of Geosynthetics for civil
engineering. The company’s range
of geosynthetic solutions for ground
stabilisation, reinforcement, erosion
control, drainage, environmental
protection, grass protection and
weed suppression is ever-expanding,
providing specifiers and contractors
with a variety of choice matched by
high quality.
The Wrekin product range is part
of an array of products available
from MacBlair Civils, including
environmental protection, line and
building drainage, waterproofing, all
types of castings and manholes, water
treatment tanks, separators, rainwater
systems, rainwater harvesting, and
street furniture.
Both large schemes and smaller works
are catered for, with technical advice
available from the knowledgeable
team at MacBlair Civils.
For more information, telephone
028 9055 1390, e-mail
ask.@macblaircivils.com or visit
www.macblair.com. Alternatively,
call into any MacBlair branch in
Northern Ireland.
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